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Volume Thirty-Five

How nice to be on terra firma
again with my only concern the enjoyment of a pleasant, hot summer. Mary
Jo arrives tonight (Thursday) from the
Academy of the Sacred Heart for her
summer vacation and will work at the
News office. Who knows I may be able
to play golf on Ladies' Day on Tuesdays.

Microfilm Center
Margaret I. in
LibrarY
University of
Kentucky
Lexington, Ky. 40506

Sneak Preview. Of Banana Festival Program Looks
Like The Fifth Will Be Finest; Many Visitors Coming

I'd better enjoy this summer to the
fullest. If plans materialize I may be
strolling along the halls of some ivyleagued college myself come this Fall.
I am one of a few working newspaper
editors selected by the Ford Foundation to receive a Fellowship, for a
year's study at the university of my
choice, for the courses of my choice in
fields that the foundation believes
would enrich the standards of journalism in these United States.
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It is an opportunity that comes
rarely to those of us who labor in the
vineyards of printer's ink, so naturally
I feel honored and so does my family.
I had selected Vanderbilt University for my Fellowship study, but the
selection committee advises me that a
larger university, with a wider range
of subjects in my chosen field might
prove more beneficial when viewed
with the practical experience I have
gained over the years.
When we have a family conference
and firm decisions are made in all departments I'll tell you more about it. I
can say now that the interview was one
of the most rewarding and exhilirating
experiences of my life. The members of
the selection committee were university presidents, famous editors and
scholars . . . and among them a man
whom I have always held in the highest esteem and awe .' .. Virginius Dabney, the distinguished editor of the
Richmond (Va.) Times. He is a southern gentleman to the manor born, an
author and a statesman. It was indeed
a privilege to meet and to know them
all.
Somebody asked me, in all sincerity why I would want to go to college at my age. The answer is simple. I
don't think people ever get too old to
keep on learning, especially if the added knowledge will make some small
contribution to the betterment of our
lives and the lives of those persons who
have not had the advantages that
learning can give them.
Besides I've never been to college.
I considered myself fortunate to get
out of high school in those lean, depression days of 1931.

imber 23

The Good Ship Banana Festival will be wending its way to Fulton in the not too distance future and the
inter-American friends "getting to know each other." This is a scene from last year's parade.

Murray Opens Summer
Session Next Monday
Registration for the summer term
at Murray State University will be
Monday (June 12), with classes starting on Tuesday and ending Aug. 4. A
large selection of both undergraduate
and graduate courses will be offered.
Registrar Wilson Gantt said he
looks for an increase in graduate students to push this summer's enrollment higher than that of a year ago. He
pointed out that MSU has greatly expanded graduate programs during the
past year and now offers work in 24
fields.
The inter-session begins the Monday after the regular summer term
ends, Gantt said. About 12 courses are
usually offered, and students may take
only one course. Each class has 15
meetings of three hours each.
This summer's inter-session begins Aug. 7 and winds up Aug. 23.

SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS:
Have you ever tried to really analyze
this business of the dangers of Communism at home and abroad? I don't
think it can be done with any degree
of sanity. We've got to believe that the
blood our boys are shedding and dying
for in Viet Nam is for the cause of freeHe is President of Indiana Univerdom; at least I think we're supposed to
was Secretary of the Army in
and
sity
believe it. But doesn't it get more than
Administration. As an
Kennedy
the
confusing to read of the red carpet
at the University, Dr.
undergraduate
treatment our State Department has
tennis. In 1936 he was
in
lettered
Stahr
been giving Svetlana Alliluyeva
Scholar at Oxford
Rhodes
a
named
(Stalin's daughter) who was brought
received the Bachelor
and
University
up in the environment of hate for
Degree from that instituAmericans and all of a sudden she de- of Civil Laws
In 1943 he was awarded
1939.
tion
in
cides we're a-okay.
the Master of Arts Degree by Oxford.
He was Professor of Law and Dean
Reports say that she sought
College of Law at the University
the
of
"asylum" in the United States from the
from 1948-1957. In 1957
Kentucky
of
horrors of Communism in her native
named
Vice Chancellor of the
was
he
Russia. She sure knew what she was
Pittsburgh
and in 1959
University
of
doing . . . we'll all be in a asylum if we
appointed President of West Virwas
how
we
out
can
protect
a
try to figure
University. He has been Presigal whose father slaughtered Ameri- ginia
Indiana University since 1962
of
dent
wholecans and other human beings in
same year the University
that
and
in
sale lots, by the thousands, in ovens, in
awarded him the honoKentucky
of
concentration camps, in gas chambers.
rary Doctor of Laws Degree.
There must be an answer to it in
He has been admitted to the Hall
the realm of striped pants diplomacy, of Distinguished Alumni at the Univerbut it is beyond the comprehension of sity of Kentucky and has received the
those of us in the hinterlands.
Centennial Medallion and the Centennial Athletic Achievement Award.
(Continued On Page Eight)

with the laughter of

Your Fulton News Again
Wins Excellence Awards
Continuing a tradition of excellence in the weekly publication
field that has brought it twentyseven awards in recent years, your
Fulton News was again honored
last week for superior craftsmanship in the field of editing and
publishing.
Excellence awards for editorial page production, home-town
column and community service
were given The News publishers
last weekend at the annual summer convention of the Kentucky
Press Association at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park. For its
editorial page and home-town column (Jo's Notebook), The News

Elvis Stahr Listed Among
UK Distinguished Alumni

e

twin cities will ring again

was rated number second among
the State's 140-odd weekly newspapers: for community service it
was rated number three.
The News has now received
six awards for its news stories,
features and photG-3: five for its
editorials and editorial page: five
for its community service: four for
its excellence as an all-around
weekly paper: three kr advertising: three for its home-town columns,and one for its front page.
The News publishers are
proud of the standing of your paper among the best weeklies in the
State and will continue to devote
every effort to keep it that way!

300 Pipeline Workers
Here Boost Economy

When summer comes can the Banana Festival be far behind? Not very,
because plans are in the making each
day to make the "fifth the finest," Mrs.
Ward Bushart, president of the organization said today. "Top-notch talent,
plus amusement and entertainment
and artistic and culture events for all
age groups have been contacted and it
looks like the Festival is on its way to
being the largest ever held," Mrs. Bushart told the News on Wednesday.
Meanwhile commitments are being received from national and international dignitaries to attend the Festival with the ever popular group of
Amigos being selected from all of the
banana-producing countries by Mrs.
Florence Ballesteros, international student coordinator for the fifth annual
event.
In a recent telephone conversation
with the chairman of the international
relations program Mrs. Ballesteros said
that plans were in the making to have
several of the beauty queens, representing their respective Latin-American countries participate in the nowrenowned Princess pageant.
A letter received in Festival headquarters Wednesday from the State
Department in Washington gives a
prevue of the number of distinguished
group of Latin-Americans who will
come to observe and to enjoy the Festival.
Here is the letter:
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington
June 1, 1967
We are delighted to know that
plans for the fifth annual International
Banana Festival are moving forward
successfully. This Office wishes to contribute to the success of the Festival to
the greatest extent possible. As we did
last year, we are contacting our Embassies in Latin America with a view
to having distinguished persons selected under the Department's International Visitor program time their visits
to the United States so that a visit to
the Banana Festival can be included as
an important part of their exchange
experience. To assist the Embassies in
selecting appropriate International
visitors and students from Latin
interest in this opportunity, we would
appreciate receiving details of this
year's Festival program as it takes
shape.
We are also making arrangements
to invite selected Fulbright-Hays Act
students from Latin America attending
American universities to visit the Ba(Continued On Page Eight)

Been wondering what all of the
pipeline workers are doing around FulElvis J. Stahr, Jr. son of Mrs. ton.. . and what's at the bustling headMary Stahr and the late Judge Elvis J. quarters area on US 45 just north of
Stahr of Hickman is among the the Goulder Tractor Company at the
twenty-one college or university presi- city limits?
Kentuckians with a thirst for outThe News learned this week that
dents, 11 generals or admirals and 10
governors or senators are listed as dis- the Associated Pipeline Contractors of door drama can drink their fill this
tinguished alumni of the University of Houston, Texas are headquartered summer with some choice offerings at
Kenlake and Jenny Wiley Amphi(Continued on Page Eight)
Kentucky in a new directory issued by
theaters.
the UK Alumni Association.
Two Broadway plays, "My Three
The roster is a listing of 156 gradAngels" and "George Washington
uates and former students of the UniSlept Here," will be featured at Kenversity selected over the past three
lake State Park Amphitheater near
years as members of the Hall of DistinHardin. Beginning June 30, the proguished Alumni.
ductions will be staged each Friday
and Saturday on an alternate basis at
Their portraits have been placed
8:30 p. m.(CDT) and continue through
in the Helen G. King Alumni House
Labor Day.
on the UK campus. A committee of
alumni is in the process of selecting
A summer repertory company
others who have "reflected credit on GIANT PIPE each steel section of the Trunk Line sponsored by Murray State University
the Univerfity" in their professions. Gas pipe is 40 feet long and weighs six thousand is producing the two plays. Eighteen
Dr. Stahr, who graduated from the pounds . . . and is 36 inches in diameter. The persons, members of the company, are
University of Kentucky in 1936, is a eleven sections on the above truck were found by receiving nominal salaries and college
native of Hickman, Kentucky and is an electronic detector to have flaws and are being credit for the undertaking, according
now living in Bloomington, Indiana. hauled to a railhead, where they will be returned to Robert E. Johnson, MSU associate
to the mill.
professor.
(Continued on Page Four)

Broadway Plays Set
For Kenlake Theatre
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, June 8, 1967

IFOEGI-(Y) COR.HEIR

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

The Parson
Speaks
(June 18, 188S)

BE THE BEST

Dear Auntie,

Jurisprudence Is Richer, Politics Is Poorer
Because "The Little Jud ge," Is A Big Judge Now
Former Governor Bert T. Combs tion as "Bert" because he is that kind
took the oath of office as a Federal of a friendly man. He is a man without
Judge for the Sixth United States Cir- pretense or ego. Even at the expense of
cuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati on sounding maudlin we can say that he
Monday. In so doing, the "little Judge" has walked with kings, but never lost
from the mountain region of his native the common touch, or the deep feeling
state relegated to history one of the he has for the common man, the undermost distinguished political careers priviledged and the precinct worker
ever recorded in the Commonwealth of who were just as welcome at the Goveernor's Residence while the Combses
Kentucky.
lived there as were the high and mighexperiprivileged
a
been
It has
Once for us to have been closely asso- ty leaders of the realm.
We have always felt that in runciated with this outstanding American,
both in the political area and in work- ning for governor a second time in 1959
ing with him in many of the programs Bert Combs did so to repay the confihe put into motion for the progress and dence placed in him by thousands of
development of this state. We shared supporters who lost their jobs as a rewith him his defeat for governor in sult of his defeat in 1955. As you recall
1955, his victory in 1959 and the trials he ran against a tightly entrenched,
and tribulations he encountered to in- fabulously financed administration-initiate bold, new programs for Ken- power. He was elected in spite of these
tucky that will live as a monument to odds because people believed in him
and because Bert Combs believed in
his vision and integrity.
We consider it an honor to call him the potential of Kentucky's resources.
In winning he fought the good
and his family, our close personal
for Kentucky now revels in the
fight,
friends.
The field of jurisprudence is rich- progress made during the Combs Ader because Judge Combs is now devot- ministration and the current adminising full time to the profession he loves. tration of Governor Edward T. BreathBut the rough and tough political area itt, who succeeded his political beneis poorer because the high standards, factor.
In extending our sincerest good
the integrity and the acumen that the
former governor brought to it will be wishes to "the little Judge" who is now
greatly missed with his leaving-taking. a "big Judge" we say:
There's not enough ink
It will be a little awkward at first
in this shop
to refer to this tremendously popular
Nor paper we confess
Kentuckian as "Judge Combs." To the
To write with pride
thousands and thousands of people who
and then to stop
state
the
around
him
love
and
know
And say "we knew him when."
he happily acknowledged the saluta-

If You Need Summer Hel p Think First Of Our
Young Folks Who Can Be nefit From Experience
This summer, more young Ken- Employment Service was able to place
tuckians will be searching for work some 8,000 in summer jobs. Just over
20,000 youths under 22 were placed in
than ever before.
summer and permanent jobs. On the
It's expected that 20,000 or more average about 50,000 youths seek jobs
16 to 21-year-olds will be seeking jobs each year in Kentucky.
this summer and many will fail to find
We are faced with the challenge
one unless we do something about it. to do better, particularly for those
For some, not finding a job will young people who in the past have
mean not returning to school. For fared the worst.
others, unemployment may mean the
The month of June is set aside esbeginning of a long, frustrating effort pecially to focus attention on the need
to become self-sufficient.
for jobs by youth. Join the Youth OpIn 1965 and 1966, Youth Oppor- portunity Campaign in 1967 by hiring
tunity Campaigns were successful in one or more young Kentuckians.
If you need summer help or perfinding needed extra jobs for young
people because of the whole-hearted manent help contact the nearest Kensupport and cooperation of business, tucky State Employment Service Ofgovernment, industry, labor and religi- fice. These are thousands of youths
registered there who are trying to help
ous and civic organizations.
In 1966 alone, the Kentucky State themselves.

Relief For Arthritis
Contained In Booklet
Over 13,000,000 American men,
women and children, young and old,
rich and poor, suffer from arthritis today. More than 200,000 are Kentuckians and many of them are severely
crippled. Most of them face increased
disability unless they act now. All that
is necessary is to take that first step a visit to a qualified physician.
Why do people delay, when delay
Published Every Thursday of The Tear
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second. class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded in 1800.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.011 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obian and
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States 84.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

means excruciating pain, and, in many
cases, certain crippling? Does pain itself promote apathy? Do the come-andgo symptoms so typical of this dreadful disease lull its victims into a false
feeling that "it won't happen to
me?"
The answer lies in many places.
Too many patients, and even a few doctors feel nothing can be done. Others
fall victim to the thousands of quacks
who prey on arthritics to the tune of
$300,000,000 a year, the amount spent
on worthless "cures" and useless medications. Still others don't know where
to go, how to get help, whom to ask.
The answers to these questions
and many others are contained in a
thin red booklet now entering its second-million printing, titled "Today's
Facts About Arthritis," published by
The Arthritis Foundation, the sole
voluntary health agency seeking the
cause and cure for arthritis. It is valuable, free of charge, through the Kentucky Chapter of The Arthritis Foundation, 209 Speed Building, Louisville,
Kentucky 40202.
Arthritics must learn! Apathy is
their greatest enemy - Action their
greatest ally.

You are about the only friend
mouse really needs. Well, at le.,
I can use that as a comfort in ti.
world where true friends are sti.
rarities. I say that, Auntie,
I just recently have had a visit
from my "friend" Field Mouse.
You know him. He is the little fellow with the red hair and quick
nervous motions. You met him last
year at the marriage of Miss House
Mouse,

If you can't be a pine op the top of the hill,
Be a scrub in the valley - but be
The best little scrub by the side of the rill;
Be a bush if you can't be a tree.
If you can't be a bush be a bit of the grass,
And some highway happier make;
If you can't be a muskie, then just be a bass But the liveliest bass in the lake.
We can't all be captains, we've got to be crew,
There's something for all of us here,
There's big work to do, and there's lesser to do,
And the task you must do is the near.
If you can't be a highway, then just be a trail;
If you can't be the sun, be a star;
It isn't by size that you win or you fail Be the best of whatever you are!
Douglas Malloch
01.11111111101110P11111111111111111111111011rTM111111111111111111111111
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tibffmn-y. CoffmanBy Brenda Rowlett
The word biography means "life
story." It is a true account of a
person's life. An autobiography is
a self-biography. It is a man's life
story written by himself.
The able biographer presents all
sides. In doing this he also reveals
much about himself. A good bio.graphy is not a mere collection of
facts, but is a work of art, in which
the artist himself shows through.
The biographer is seen in his subjects life story, just as a painter is
seen in his painting or a composer
in his music.
Some of the new biographies and
autobiographies are listed below:
LOU GEHRIG by Frank Graham.
The story of one who not only was
a great ball player but, by the very
pattern of his life, became a symbol of courage and decency and
kindness to millions who were not
interested in baseball. Lou was not

' g

a dramatic figure in the sense that
Babe Ruth was dramatic, yet his
career was a sustained drama
from his boyhood on the sidewalks
and sandlots of New York to his
tragic death at the age of thirtyeight. For boys, for baseball fans,
for the young in spirit of any age,
this story must prove an unending
source of inspiration.
THE YOUNG BRON'TES by Phyllis Bentley. Phyllis Bentley, well
known for her critical writings on
the Brontes and of course as a
novelist in her own right, here
gives us the story of their early
years at Haworth Parsonage. We
hear of Great Glasstovm, the kingdom the children invented for
themselves and the little books
they wrote about it, and we gain a
vivid picture of their early life,
dominated as it was by the moors
and mills of Yorkshire.

FROM THE FILES:,

Turning Back The Clock-

Field Mouse has always been
nervous sort and probably with
that a bit sensitive. But I really
never knew how touchy he was. I
assumed his friendship and presumed that we could share ideas
and even advice. Well, I must have
presumed too much, for he left here
in a dither of mouse rage and in.
dignation. His fur was up and his
tail twitching in veritable spasms.
And the fuss was over my sincerely feeling concern about his poor
mouse soul.
We were discussing religion. He
took the easy line of ". . not be.
ing involved in church-religion
too hypocritical . . . ministers are
crowd pleasers . . too many gossips . . . childish beliefs in things
that should be forgotten in adulthood . . . too many teachings . . .
not enough room for question .
take it hook, line and sinker."
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I dared to ask him when was the
last time he prayed to the God he
can "worship anywhere and at anytime without a Church?" Or if he
ever took God as seriously as he
did his financial affairs. I was seeking only for an honest evaluation.
Well, that is when the "mouse got
(Continued on Page Seven)

JACQUELINE KENNEDY by in which is captured a vivid sense
Hal Wareff. This is the life story of of life and immediacy. Lamb's
a gallant woman—Jacqueline Ken- tireless enthusiasm for research
nedy, wife of the late l'resident has given us an authentic picture,
John F. Kennedy. Poet Robert and his outstanding talent as a creFrost called her one of the greatest ative artist has given us a vivid
First Ladies in American History. one, fleshing out the spare records
She was also one of the most cour- to show the human being who was
ageous.
Charlemagne.
STAN MUSIAL: "THE MAN'S"
CLIVE OF INDIA by Jack RusOWN STORY as told to Bob Broeg.
sell. This is the colorful and vivid
His story is not all sweetness and
biography of Clive, hero of Plassey,
light, for Stan-the-Man has been
who is remembered as one of the
around for a long time and has
few men in history who have acsome strong opinions on baseball
tually changed it.
and men connected with it. For
JEFFERSON DAVIS: Private
those just starting out, there are
plenty of useful suggestions, too. Letters 1823-1889 by Hudson Strode.
But most important, it's the story This revealing volume of intimate
of a sportsman who grew up in an personal letters from and to Jefferatmosphere of hard work, loving son Davis illuminates further the
encouragement, and lots of fun, to character and personality of the
become one of the greatest figures extraordinary man who was Presithe game of baseball has ever dent of the Confederate States of
America. These fascinating private
known.
by
Harold letters are as vital and interesting
CHARLEMAGNE
Lamb. Instead of the usual lifeless in themselves as they are importtextbook illustration of the bearded ant historically. They re-emphasize
Holy Roman Emperor—an image and highlight the facts already set
that comes to us dimly from the down in Hudson Strode's definitive
remoteness of the Dark Ages— three-volume biography of Davis,
Harold Lamb has created a full- which has been acclaimed by hislength portrait of the great leader torians.
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of Miss Grace Louise Cavender to William Deaderick
Van Dyke,son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Deaderick Van
Dyke, Jr., of Memphis. The engagement announcement
is made by the parents of the bride-elect, Mr. and Mrs.
John Henry Cavender of Fulton. Plans for the wedding,
to be an outstanding event in early August, will be announced later.

June 13, 1947
Paul Gray, junior student at the University of Kentucky, has been named an assistant county agent of Fulton County, John D. Watts, county agent, announced.
Sugar rationing ended officially Wednesday night.
Only price controls and the supply for industrial users
remain. A survey of local merchants found a depleted
supply of the precious commodity in the stores. Grocers
advise, however, that the short supply is due to heavy
demands made on the stock during the strawberry season. Wholesale houses anticipate a large supply within a
very short time, the News is advised.
Johnny Gill, manager of the Fulton "Chicks" baseball team, resigned on June 10, and has been replaced by
Freddy Biggs, who arrived in Fulton June 12 from Memphis.
Paul J. Durbin, Fulton lawyer, ex-Infantry officer
and present candidate for Railroad Commissioner, addressed the Rotary Club at their regular meeting Tuesday, speaking on "The Infantry Yesterday, Today And
Tomorrow."
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Edwards and family left Monday for Water Valley, Ky., where they will make their
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Noffel and daughter, Sandra,
have returned to their home in Portageville, Mo., after a
visit IAAth his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel on Walnut Street.
Of widespread social prominence is the engagement

Impressive dignity characterized the early summer
wedding of Miss Lillian Jane Homra, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Asbir Homra, to Mr. Robert Nicholas
Naifeh, son of Mrs. Nicholas Naifeh of Norman, Oklahoma. The wedding was solemnized in the First Methodist Church on Wednesday evening. The Rev, W. E.
Mischke read the impressive double ring ceremony. The
bride was given in marriage by her brother, Foad Homra, and her sister, Mrs. Phillip Homra of Lawton, Oklahoma, attended her as matron of honor. Miss Mary Homra, cousin of the bride, was bridesmaid. William Naifeh
attended his brother as bestman and groomsmen were
Kamel Naifeh of Tiptonville and David Homra. Following a wedding trip, the couple left by motor for Yosemite National Park, California, where the groom will be
employed during the summer months, after which they
will return to Norman, Oklahoma, where he will continue his studies in law at the University of Oklahoma.
LATHAM: Mrs. Georgia Smith gave her son and
daughter a miscellaneous shower last Thursday. Many
useful gifts were received.
Harvey Vaughan had the misfortune of getting his
finger cut off last week in a corn planter. He was in the
hospital for a couple of dayk.
Elson McGuire left Sunday for Petersburg, Ind.,
where he will be relief manager at A&P store for two
weeks. Mrs. McGuire and Danny are spending the two
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Murphy,
of near Wingo.
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One hundred fifty Fulton County
4-H Club members, parents, and
leaders attended the annual 4-H
Club Spring Rally contests at the
Hickman Elementary School, Friday morning, May 26th. The meeting was presided over by Randy
Adams, President of Cayce 7th and
8th Grade 4-H Club. The following
were in charge of registration; Ellen Adams, Carol Cardwell, Vickie
McClanahan, Nancy Taylor, and
Keith Menees. Members participated in County Speech Contests, Demor strations, and the 4-11 Fashion
Revue.
(Minty Senior Champion in Public Speaking for Boys was Ralph
Fitzpatrick. In the Girls' Division,
Debbie Sowell was Junior Champion with Barbara Erwin and Donna Thurman also participating.
Miry Coble was Senior Champion.
In the Health Division, Janet
Adams, Champion, Deborah Williams and Carol Cobb participated.
James Moore was Recreation
Champion in the Senior Division
with Teresa Adams winning over
Thomas Walker in the Junior Division.
Bread Making Demonstration
Champion was Joyce Lee, While
Sebrina Patton won the Dairy
Foods Demonstration Contest.
In Home Management, Shirley
McClellan was Champion with
Judy Johnson and Janice Williams
participating. Home Furnishing
Champion was Carol Cardwell.

In
Engineering,
Agricultural
Champion of the Skirt and Blouse
William Lee was Champion, while Division was Theresa Perry with
Jim Moss was Electric Champion Sandra Marney and Regina Mcwith Tim Langford participating.
Elrath participating.
In the First Dress Division,
In the Fashion Revue, which
Alice Adams narrated, County Brenda Alexander, Ellen Adams,
Senior Champion was Fonda Adams Vickie McClanahan, Ann Durham,
with Nancy Taylor as Junior Cindy Brown, Beulah Williams,
Mary Stroud, Debbiar McKinney,
Champion.
Beverly Sutton, Nancy Jones, Janet
In the Apron Division, Electa Adams, Teresa Adams, and RusMcKinney, Beverly Cardwell, AIM slyn Patton participated with DeAustin, Debbie Sowell, Debra May- borah Glidewell as Champion.
berry, Saundra Amos, Shirley McChampion of the Play Clothes DiClellan, Debbie Jackson, Carole vision was Nancy Taylor competing
Woodruff, Chormette Goodman, with Patricia Bradley.
Virginia Cardwell, Debna Williams,
In the
Mix-Match Division,
Janis Williams, Trudy Wooton, Le- Kathy Jackson, Linda Patrick,
ola Smith, Brenda Wilkins, Martha Linda Wilbourn, and Lorraine
Morgan, Cynthia Roberson, Debbie Thomas participated with Lucille
Castleman, Mareena Wright, Don- Coble as Champion.
na Thurman, Tressa Pool, Kathy
Champion in the Formal Division
Mayberry, Patsy Pettigrew, Peggy was Fonda Adams.
Pettigrew, Sabrina Patton, Kim
In the Advanced Dress Division,
Jackson, Felica Patton, Vickie Carol Cardwell, Nancy DeMyer,
Turnbow, Tim Langford, and Carol Wanda Everett, and Donna Perry
participated
with
Pam participated with Shelia DeMyer as
Cobb
Brown as Champion.
Champion.
In the Skirt Division, Elvia
In the Other Clothing Division,
Hughes, Carol Baggett, Ethel Mc- Patricia Hall was Champion with
Farland, Myrna Weatherly, Gertie Kim Jackson participating.
Wilson, Kathryn Smith, Elizabeth
All Champions will represent
Hicks, Wanda Ligon, Joyce Mc- Fulton County in the Purchase
Cauley, Patricia Hall, Lillie Scott, Area Contests.
Vivian McFarland, Jan White,
Carol Shaw, Julie Falltoff, Jennie
Taylor, Melinda Caldwell, Delores
POWELL AND WEBB BUY
McCrannie, Cheyenne Jones, Vicki
REGISTERED ANGUS BULL
Wainscott, Barbara Irvine, and
Wanda Sue Cole participated with
Powell and Webb, South Fulton,
Ginger Yarbro as Champion.
recently purchased an AberdeenAngus bull from Mr. and Mrs. Harold Muzzall, also of South Fulton.
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Our men With the Armed Forces
Because beer is such a favorite with service men, we
brewers like to do all we can to keep its surroundings
right. So USHA representatives serve as adviser
members of the Armed Forces Disciplinary Control
Boards throughout the country.
These'men from the USHA operate hand in hand
with service and civilian police, with malt beverage
licensees, public boards and committees: military,
civil, professional. Object: to protect those who are
underage, and to insure strict observance of the law.

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC,
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222
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The control of Johnsongrass is a
problem that more and more farmers are having to be concerned
with each year. Mr. Claude Miller
has a very heavy infested Johnsongrass field just south of Union
City on Highway 45 and he is trying
to do something about controlling
his Johnsongrass at the present
time.
Mr. Claude Miller applied to the
Johnsongrass recently Dalapon
(Dowpon) when the grass was 8 to
12 inches high, the temperature
was about 70 degrees F., and the
soil moisture was adequate for
rapid Johnsongrass growth. The
Dalapon was applied at the rate of
6 to 8 pounds of acid equivalent in
20 to 40 gallons of water per acre
and a surfactant was used at the
rate of 1 pint per 25 gallons of water. Mr. Miller waited 5 days after
application of the Dalapon and then
plowed the field. He will now wait
2/
1
2 weeks before planting soybeans
and will use Trifluralin (Treflan)
to control seedling Johnsongrass.
The treatment used on this field
according to University of Tennessee recommendation should control over 90 percent of the Johnsongrass and cultivation of the beans
will begin as soon as possible to
control the Johnsongrass that escaped the treatment.
f
Watch this field and see what
success this new method has in
controlling Johnsongrass.
Strip Mine Survey
A report will be made on the
findings of a national strip mine
survey at the Kentucky Strip Mine
Symposium at Owensboro July .13.
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PLAN FOR FUTURE COWS
In these times of high costs, all
management is looking for more
cow production per unit. It is no
different on the dairy farm, so the
search is on for higher production
inheritance in Sires for artificial
service in pure bred herds. Suggestions have been made that we
look for the future dairy cow that
will produce twice as much milk
and live longer than those of today. This would make type bulls
of ten years ago and many of todays sires, scale bait for the
breeding of our future herds.
It goes without saying that building a herd that produces well does
not come easily. Now then, shall
we take a look at a few of the requirements of the dairymen of- tomorrow and what he will demand
of his -dairy animals. We would
like for the cow to give at least
12,000 pounds to 14,000 pounds of
milk for the light breeds and 19,000
to 21,000 pounds for the heavy
breeds. It is also essential that the
cows calve every 12 months. Rapid
let down is a must as well as being easy to handle. She should eat
as though she had been on a diet
for 6 months and at the same time
possess ample dairy confirmation.
Hard or short milkers, broken udders, chronic mastitis cases, and
the shy breeders are on their way
out of the better milking herds
everywhere.
Dairymen who plan their breeding program on artificial service
will be far ahead in climbing the
production ladder. To produce a
type bull requires a combination of
testing, proven inherits, ce, expert
management, improves
feeding
methods and the very ri ;id culling
program. The average dairyman
cannot even afford to own this type
bull much less produce one. Many
are making plans to raise their replacements from artificial service,
where they have learned that too
often when replacements have been
purchased, they usually get what
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lizer and agriculture limestone to
the same half of the field. If there
he a profit from such a practice,
the original owner wanted to sell. who would want to do the job half
Chances are, however, even those way and receive only half profit?
heifers will be an improvement on
Many farmers are doing just
what is in the herd at the present.
It is well to know who you are buy- that. They don't make the maxiing from, as well as the source of mum profit from producing soythe heifers. The best herds in the beans because they fail to recognation have been built step by step nize the need for agriculture limeon a sound basis. This is the way stone in balance with their fertiliit should be, and' is the only method zation program.
used in profitable dairying today.
Neither lime nor fertilizer perIn planning your next generation of
form well until they are applied
cows, give it much thought, study,
into the soil. One of the frequent
and consideration.
mistakes made is applying lime
In any Mailable enterprise there too close to seeding time. It does
is no substitute for brains and not move far from where it is
hard work. Everyone has a supply placed, vertically an inch or two in
of brains, but if exercised proper- three or four years and horizontally hard work will result and proper ly little, if any. Again the quality
management will prevail with and fineness of grind will regulate
the rapidity of the agriculture
years of experience.
limestone to move into the soil. The
soil acids tend to remain in a fixed
position. Therefore, lime must be
LIME FOR SOYBEANS
thoroughly mixed with the soil to
achieve
desired results.
Liming acid soils can be planted
to field crop has always been a
Any time is liming time. For best
sound investment. For some crops,
results however, it is too late to
such as lime loving alfalfa and
lime an acid soil for seeding this
clover, its a must if success is to
spring. It is an ideal time to apply
be accomplished.
it on fields to be seeded in 1968, beLiming soybeans brings fast re- cause working the soil this year
turns. Money spent for lime in the and next will bring more lime in
spring is returned within less than contact with more acid, thereby assix months with a profit. This pro- suring a better stand of legume.
fit continues to come in for several This fall would be a good time to
more years without any additional lime for next years crop, this is esoutlay of cash. It is necessary pecially true if the lime is disked
however, that the agriculture lime- as soon as possible after applicastone applied to be of high quality tion. The amount to apply of
and finely ground to achieve max- course, is best determined by having a soil test. Remember most
mum return.
recommendations are based on a
On very acid soils, money spent
for liming land planted to soybeans will return larger profits
than money spent on fertilizer. If
both fertilizer and lime are applied
according to needs, returns will be
more than the stun of the increase
produced by applying them separately. This means if a man is planning to lime one-half the field and
fertilize the other half, he will get
more profit if he applied the ferti-

plow depth of approximately 7
inches. If you are plowing a depth
of 12 inches, it could be that you
will need up to 80 per cent more
agriculture limestone for a given
area.

Hickman County 4-H
Members At Meeting
Delegates from Hickman County
attending the 4-H Leadership Conference in Lexington June 5-9 are:
Mark Moon, Wanda Sample,
Cherry Darby, Sharon Bugg, Shen
ry Tuck, Carolyn DeBerry and Jot
Thomas.
The theme of the conference is,
"I Dare You To Be A Leader."
ANIMAL DISEASES
Kentucky is ahead of the April
1969 target date for complete eradication of hog cholera and is slated
to be designated a brucellosis-free
state by late 1969, the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture reports.

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.

Insulation — Roofing — Storm
Doors, Windows — Awnings,
All Types of Siding including
Carports and Patio Covers
20-year-guarantee Reynolds
Aluminum

It's worth a
try,isn't it?

Bill Taylor
400 Main
PHONE 472-1997

85
$4
!/?

$1qT.

/?PT.

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 00 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.

Lowest priced convertibles.
Lowest priced hardtops.
Lowest priced VS models.
(And that low price brings you a road-sure ride, Body by Fisher quality, and a
traditionally higher resale value. You also get wider front and rear tread for greater
stability and handling, foam-cushioned seats, and extra fenders inside the
regular ones to help Inhibit rust. Most everything more expensive cars give you!)

ENTUCKY

COUNTRYHAM
'Delicious
'Eved`Time...
Give yourself a treat and
enjoy the distinctively different taste of this famous
Kentucky specialty today.
Kentucky Gourmet Quality
Country Hams are rich, succulent, flavorful, and can be
baked, boiled, broiled or
fried to a mouth-watering
goodness every time.
Select your Kentucky
Country Ham today. You'll
find them many places
where fine meats are sold.

When you hear-this in the middle of the night..,
how far away is it? Maybe you should get
a bedroom extension.
What else that costs so little
gives you so much value?
Southern Bell

Impala Convertible—with most everything higher priced cars give you

See your Chevrolet dealer
during his Camaro Pacesetter 10

•

Special buys on Camaro Sport Coupes and Convertibles
specially equipped with: 250-cubic-inch Six, 155 hp • Deluxe
steering wheel • Bumper guards, front and rear • Whitewall
tires • Wheel covers • Wheel opening moldings • Striping
along the sides • Extra interior brightwork • And, at no extra
cost during the sale, you can get the special hood stripe and a
floor shift for the 3-speed transmission! SALE SAVINGS,TOO,
ON SPECIALLY EQUIPPED HALF-TON FLEETSIDE PICKUPS
(Model CS 10934).

Chevrolet's greater value is another reason you get

that sure feeling

Lookfor this Seal
Your assurance of
excellence
FREE RECIPE BOOKLET
Write: Kentucky Country Ham
Dept. of Public Information
Capitol Annex Building
Frankfort, Kentucky

FOURTH STREET

FULTON

PHONE 472-2486

ELVIS STAHR-
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Postal Savings
On Deposit Here
Earn No Interest

(Continued from Pepe One)

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June 7:

United States Postal Savings certificates totAling $5156.00, which
are on deposit at the Fulton, Ky.
Post Office, will cease earning interest for 18 local depositors on
April 27, 1967, Postmaster Treas
. said today.
Nationwide, the Post Office DeNirtment is holding more than $90
million in the now obsolete program which was discontinued by
the Congress on March 28, 1966.
As of April 27, a year ago, Postal
Savings were discontinued, and no
deposits were accepted by the Post
Office Department. Certificates
whose anniversary dates have been
reached since last April 26 have
earned their final interest payment,
Postmaster Treas said.
On June 30, he said, all remaining funds in the program will be
turned over to the Treasury Department to be held in a trust fund
until liquidated. There they will
remain available for payment without time limitation whenever proper claims are received.

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Thomas Harrison, Mrs. Raymond
Wallace, Mrs. Etta Tyson, Mrs.
Mary Mulcahy, Mrs. Sylvia Elliott,
Grady Ray Capps, Fulton; Mrs.
Harry Reams, Kenneth Sterling,
South Fulton; Paul Edward Ward,
Clinton; Mrs. Doyle George, Mayfield; Mrs. Louis Patrick, Crutchfield; J. D. Stunson, Hickman.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Joe Fly, Bob Owens, G. G. Bond,
Mrs. Alfreda Pulley, Miss Inez
Binford, John Ladd, Ray Omar,
Glenn Walker, Felix Vaughn, Mrs.
Maude Reberts, Mrs. Thomas McClain, Presley Campbell, R. E.
Tarver, Mrs. Mary Eldred, Fulton; Mrs. Jewell Adams, Lorizo
Moore, Mrs. Billie Dedmon, South
Fulton; Mrs. Thad Snow, Mrs.
Ruth Greer, Route 1, Fulton; Roy
Cruce, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. John
Yates, Water Valley; Barney
Speight, Hickman; Mrs. Lillie
Bradley, Mrs. Effie Johnson, Wingo; W. C. West, Mrs. Nora Oliver,
Route 2, Wingo; Mrs. Sarah
French, Otis Halley, Route 1,
Dukedom; Mrs. Daphne Mathis,
Martin; J. Sam Bugg, Route 2,
Clinton; J. J. Faulkner, Route 3,
Union City.

Bill Thompson, June Dairy Month Chairman, receives a toast in milk
from Miss Judy Tindle, Kentucky State Dairy Princess.

Princess Judy Tindle Reigns
Over Dairy Month Activities
Reigning princess over Kentucky's June Dairy Month festivities this year is Miss Judy Tindle,
Taylorsville. Miss Tindle, a student at Georgetown College, will
tour the state assisting with local
dairy princess pageants and speaking before numerous groups and
organizations on behalf of the dairy
industry.
Chairman of June Dairy Month
activities for 1967 is Bill Thompson,
executive secretary of the Kentucky Restaurant Association.

1967 marks the 31st celebration
of June Dairy Month, an annual
event celebrated to promote one of
the nation's most important industries, dairying, and to emphasize
to the homemaker and consumer
the value of milk and dairy products to the family health and economy. June Dairy Month is a nationwide celebration participated
in by leaders in agriculture, business, education, government, and
scores of enterprises tied to the
multi-billion -dollar dairy industry.

DEATHS
MEN AND SMOKING
Hinsdale, Ill. - Dr. Charles L.
Dale made a study of 1,002 persons
who attended stop-smoking clinics
and reports that more men kick the
cigarette habit than women. A year
later, 37.9 per cent of the men and
29.4 per cent of the women had
stopped smoking.
Driving can be dangerous for
a person taking certain drugs
such as tranquilizers, "pep
pills," and antihistamines.
Sometimes the mixing of two
otherwise harmless drugs can
be risky. Needless gambling
can be avoided by following
the advice of physicians and
warning labels.
Governor's Coordinating
Committee
For Traffic Safety

PINK POTATOES?
Norfolk - The Virginia Department of Agriculture and State Ports
Authority sent a shipment of sweet
potatoes to Britain in an effort to
establish a market, but the British
people didn't like the color. They
preferred the pink-skinned Canary
Island potato.

SAVE!

Mrs. Maybell Moore
Funeral services for Mrs. Maybell Moore were held Sunday. May
28, in Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home in Clinton,. with Rev. J. W
Darby officiating. Burial was in
the Clinton Cemetery.
Mrs. Moore died in the Clinton
Hickman County Hospital earl.
Saturday, May 27, following a four
months illness. She would have
been 90 years old on May 29.
She was born in Carlisle County
the daughter of the late Baker and
Mary Elizabeth Todd McClure,
and moved to Clinton with her parents as a child. In 1901 she was
married to Ed C. Roberts, who
died in 1916. She was married to
Fred S. Moore in 1918 and he preceded her in death in 1961.
Surviving are three children,
Gordon E. Roberts, Mrs. Martha
Woodrow and Mrs. Mary Sue Vanpool, all of Clinton; also four grandtwo great-grandchildren and
children
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C. R. LOVORN

Southern Bell
Names Lovorn
Traffic Chief

JUNE TIRE SALE!

OLDEST COLLEGE

Mrs. Hays Byron
Wesley Jackson
Harold Grissom

Dessie Robey
Mrs.

Art Rudd
James Olds
Oscar Finch

Ida Hutchenson
Laverne Kerney
Mrs. James Campbell
Lady W. Craddock

GOODYEAR
GOODYEAR
GOODYEAR
GOODYEAR
GOODYEAR

SPEEDWAY (Wide Tread)
POWER CUSHIONS
THUNDERBOLTS
SAFETY ALL-WEATHER
ALL - WEATHER

SPECIAL PRICES ON DISPLAY TIRES

CHAS R. BENNETT
4TH & DEPOT STREETS

FULTON

472-2651

Transylvania College at Lexington, the oldest seat of higher learning west of the Allegheny Mountains, started out in a log cabin at
Danville in 1783, three years after
the Virginia legislature awarded a
charter for a seminary in the "distant province of Kentucky."
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George W. Batts

[ c44]
Oma Williams

Bridlington, England - Stanley
Briggs received a letter from the
gas company saying his gas would
be cut off unless the enclosed bill
was paid. Briggs wrote a check for
the amount on the bill which was
zero. He received • another letter
thanking him for his sense of humor-the computer was wrong.

Crossword Puzzle

Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company has announced
Graveside services were held for the appointment of C. R. Lovorn as
Jacqueline Renee Morrow, infant General Traffic Manager succeeddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ing V. E. New who transferred to
Morrow of South Fulton, last Fri- Atlanta, Georgia, as Assistant
day, June 2, with Rev. Gerald Vice President-Personnel at SouthStow officiating. Burial, in charge ern Bell's headquarters.
of Whitnel Funeral Home, was in
Lovorn is a native of Mississippi
Mississippi
Union Cemetery.
where he attended
The baby was still-born at Fulton State University graduating in 1948
hospital.
with a degree in electrical engineerIn addition to the parents, she is ing. He began his career with
Michael
survived by a brother,
Southern Bell as a Traffic Manager
Keith Morrow; paternal grandpar- in Jackson, Mississippi. He held
Morrow,
E.
H.
ents, Mr. and Mrs.
positions of increasing responsiRoute 4, Fulton, and maternal bility in Mississippi and Florida
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Luten until he became Division Traffic
French, Route 3, Clinton.
Manager in Orlando in 1960. In
1965, he transferred to Southern
Bell's headquarters in Atlanta as
Traffic Staff Operations Supervisor,
the position he held until his apGeorge W. Batts died at his pointment as General Traffic Manhome on West Third Street in Ful- ager for Kentucky.
ton last Friday, June 2.
Lovorn is married to the termer
Funeral services were held Sun- Sudie Cornish of Ackerman, Misday afternoon, June 4, in Horn- sissippi, and they are the parents
beak Funeral Home chapel, with of two sons.
Rev. James Best, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, officiating.
Shit Local Mores
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery.
resiMr. Batts, 87, a life-long
PUGGY
dent of Fulton, was the son of the
late William and Samantha Craig
Batts. For many years he was employed by Park Terrace Motel. He
was a member of the First Baptist
Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lela
Lucas Batts of Fulton; a stepdaughter, Mrs. Charles Cannon of
Fulton; a step-son, Clyde Hill, Jr.,
of Temple Terrace, Fla., four
grandsons, three nieces and two
nephews, including Robert Batts of
Fulton.

Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Ray Graham in the death of her
mother, Mrs. Clint Burnette of
Mayfield, who died Sunday night,
June 4, in the Parkway Nursing
Home in Mayfield.
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COMPUTER ERRS

The college or university presidents (past and present) include
Harvey Babb (-deceased), Morehead State University; Merle
Baker, chancellor, University of
Missouri at Rolla; Miss Sarah
Blanding, emeritus, Vassar; A
0. Brown (deceased), New Mexico
State Teachers College; Alexander
Capurso, Stanislaus State College,
Turlock, California; John M. CarWhitnel Funeral Home
ter, Campbellsville College; Frank
Dickey, University of Kentucky;
offers
Adron Doran, Morehead State Unicourteous •mbuversity; Herman Donovan (deceasPrompt,
1).
ed), University of Kentucky.
UNUSUAL PENALTY
I•ncit siervIc• with 2 staff members on duty at all times.
Also Jack Early, Dakota WesleyNew Albany, Ind. - Illegally
an University; John 0. Gross, parked cars with out-of-state
on Tennessee Burial
Union College; Marshall Hahn, censes are ticketed with unusual 2). Credit
Institute; cards. The motorists are welcom- policies.
Polytechnic
Virginia
Robert Martin, Eastern Kentucky ed, reminded of the violation, then
University; Robert Mills, George- asked to exchange the card for a
Telephone 472-2232
town College; William R. Parks, free cup of coffee at one of the listIowa State University; Thomas ed restaurants.
Spragens, Centre College; Elvis
J. Stahr, Indiana University; John
J. Tigert (deceased), University of
Florida; John Williams, chancellor,
ACROSS
University of Mississippi; Ralph
1. Essential
Wood, Murray State University,
6. High peak
and 0. J. Wilson, Findlay, 0., Col9. Wipe up
lege.
12. Silly
13. Also
Those of star rank in the regu14. Anger
lar military service, and their home
15. Cared for
towns at the time of enrollment at
the sick
the University include:
17. More frigid
Admiral Louis Bryant (deceased),
19. Erbium: chern
Lexington; Admiral Joseph Clif20. Creases
ton, Paducah; General Elbert De22. Withered
coursey, Covington; Admiral Char24. Falsehood
25. Flower dusty!
les Duncan, Nicholasville; General
Seed covering
23.
Allen Conlon (deceased), Carroll30. Act
ton; General Stonewall Jackson
32. Cow's cry
(deceased), Arlington, Ky.; Gen33. Dody part
eral Hugh Milton, Lexington; Gen35..':ascball
Tex.;
eral Isaac Ott, San Antonio,
tc•rin
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General Lloyd Ramsey,
37. Length
measure
Newport,
Rentz,
General William
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and General Alvin Welling, Cov29. Suffix:
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Jacqueline Morrow

Play
BONUS

winelude lion Whitehead, twice
ner of the Pulitzer Prize, and
Thomas Hunt Morgan (deceased),
winner of the Nobel Prize in medicine.
Others in the UK hall include
William Arthur, editor of Look
Magazine; Dr. Robert Baker, dean
Northof the graduate school at
western; Harry Caudill, author and
attorney; P. .1. Conkwright of
Priinceton University and noted
former
book designer; Hall Henry,
president of the New England Gas
and Electric System, and the late
Jesse Tapp, chairman of the Board
of the Bank of America.

By H. T. Elmo

THE FIZZLE FAMILY
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Sewing Machine
Clinics Planned
For This Area

— Stanley
r from the
a gas would
nclosed bill
a check for
which was
ther letter
rise of huwrong.

If any woman in the Purchase
Area of Kentucky wants to learn
how to care for her sewing machine, she is invited to bring her
machine and attend one of the Sewing Machine Clinics to be conducted in the following communities
during the month of June.

It must have been about two weeks ago (time passes
so quickly) that the community Spanish class had its
"graduation" exercises with a patio party at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz in Country Club
Courts. Nearly twenty persons who were graduates and
"under-graduates" of the class feasted on Latin-American dishes that were out of this hemisphere. Chicken,
rice, potatoes, salads, etc. were flavored with the expertise of Hotel Quito .. . and all cooked up from recipes
found in books and offered by "Professor" Juan Rodriguez, who taught the class each Wednesday night.
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The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
June 9: Mrs. J. E. Campbell, Jeff
Gilbert, Cindy Mitchell; June 10:
Belinda Newton, Randy Sisk, Randy White; June It: Wilburn Allen,
Billy Gilbert, Bobby Powell, Gary
Stem, Mac Weaks;
June 12: Charles Sisson; June
13: Teresa Holman; June 15:
Ricky Mendenhal, J. B. Nanney.

Thursday, June 8th - Palestine
VETS REP COMING!
Community Center - Middle Road H. S. Miles, contact representaFulton, Co.
ttive of the Kentucky Disabled ExFriday, June 9th - Community Service Men's Board, will be at the
Fulton Chamber of Commerce from
Building - Benton.
9 a. m. until 3 p. m , June 16, to
Wednesday, June 14th - Court- assist veterans and their dependhouse - Mayfield.
ents with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their military
Thursday, June 15th - Courthouse service.
Paducah.

Mrs. Bertram W. Clemens of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, announces the marriage of her daughter, Catherine Isabelle, to Mr.
Rowan S. Lowe on Tuesday, the
thirtieth of May.
The wedding took place at tenthirty in the morning at the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
North Philadelphia, with Rev. Wulf
officiating.
Only relatives and close friends
attended the service.
After a two-weeks vacation in
Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Lowe will
make their home at 721 Adams
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Lowe is formerly of Fulton
and has many friends here.

Looking over a student register of the community Spanish class following "graduation" exercises are "Professor" Juan Rodriguez and Miss
Helen Paz-Garcia, a Spanish teacher at Murray whose home is in ColomLast Thursday I worked my first
With the announcement on the
bia. Looking on are Mrs. Margaret Jones and Mrs. Connie Pawlukiewicz,
front page of this issue that Fulton day at Haws Memorial Nursing
will be the mecoa for dozens of Home in connection with my duty two of the graduates.
PURCHASE DISTRICT FAIR
Spanish-speaking visitors come as a Red Cross volunteer. I had
Friday, June 16th - Municipal
250 TEACHING
The Purchase District fair at
this September, many people will been working at Hillview Hospital
Housing Building - Murray.
There are approximately 250 fa- Mayfield, scheduled for July 24-29,
wish a thousand times that they for the past three months and got
Wednesday, June 21st - Griffin culty members teaching in the will receive $15430 in state funds as
had taken the classes, taught so so attached to the staff, patients
University of Kentucky's nine corn- assistance this year.
Home, Pecan Drive - Clinton.
simply by the charming Mr. Rod- and visitors that I just simply
couldn't say goodbye to them to tell
riguez.
Community
23rd
Friday, June
them that I was leaving. I just
Center - Bardwell.
And so ... Mr. Rodriguez and walked out and said "I'll see you
the Banana Festival board are later." I loathe to say goodbye.
The meetings will begin at 9:30
eager to make life worth undera. m., DST.
I cannot imagine what will hapstanding for the many families
who will be hosting visitors this pen to me when I finish my threeSewing machines are expensive
Fall, therefor* another Spanish month tour of duty at Haws Nurspieces of equipment, and every
be
sumthis
offered
ing Home. For one thing I Probably
class will
owner needs to know how to care
mer, In about two weeks, if as will be leaving Fulton for a year
for hers for maximum efficiency
will
persons
and
20
or
15
another thing I just know that
many as
and to prevent excessive wear.
sign up for the pleasant course. leaving those dear, sweet, saintly
Most machines are expensive purto
come
has
he
people
at
that
says
the
home will just about
Juan
chases and given proper care will
loy• Fulton so much he hates not break me up.
last a lifetime according to Mrs.
to be around this summer before
Anna C. Thompson, Area ExtenI have never, but never, in all
he goes off to college again, so
Agent in Clothing and Textiles.
sion
we certainly ought to accept his my life had such a sincere feeling
interested should call
Anyone
of
well
being as I left the wonderhospitality.
her County Extension Office and
ful guests at Haws after just two
The course should be a ''must" short hours of visiting with
get a copy of the list of supplies
them
for young people who will surely and trying to make their day just
she will need to bring to the clinic.
again
want Amigos in their homes
a little bit brighter. I felt good beAssisting Mrs. Thompson with
for the Fifth Banana Festival. How cause I knew such deeds were ex- PROM TIME and all dressed up to go to the Spring formal held recently the clinics will be Miss Sunshine
your
of
about taking about an hour
actly what the Lord meant when at the Park Terrace. Left to right are: Joe Hooclenpyle, Mary Jo West. Colley and Miss Catherine Wilson,
time, each week, for just a few He said: "What you do unto
Area Extension Agents.
Huge stocks from which to choose the size that fits you best, the
the pheling, Debbie Drurup of Dresden and Jimmy Treas.
undercreate
to
able
weeks, to be
least of my brethren, you also do
color and pattern you like, and the model best for your build. For
and
friendship
through
standing
unto me."
spring, summer and early fall wear, here are fine dacron and worlanguage when the students arsted Mends, and wash 'n wear fabrics of dacron and cotton. For
rive. Just call Connie Pawlukiewicz
year 'round wear there are fine all wool worsteds and sharkskins.
at phone 472-2975 or 472-2895 right
Florence Beadles and I serve on
At these stock reduction prices the values are truly sensational.
away so the class can come to orThursdays. We had the privilege of
der.
having Louise Killebrew show us
At the party with Juan and our duties. I
must say here and now
the local students and guests was a that all the
things that both Billie
strikingly handsome senorita by Bushart and
Louise have been tellthe name of Helen Paz-Garcia, a
ing us about the joy of knowing the
Jimmy Green, son of Mr. and
native of Colombia and a teacher people in the
nursing homes were
Mrs. James R. Green, has accepted
of Spanish at Murray State Univer- understated. I
bride-elect
Campbell,
Cathy
Miss
newly
the
Harding,
Lorene
Mrs.
just can't tell you
a position as Technical Staff Memsity. It didn't take her long to how worthwhile,
how tremendously of John Robert Burrow, was honor- elected president, was in charge of ber, Field Engineering Departabsorb the Fulton hospitality and rewarding this
afternoon,
Sunday
on
tea
a
WoProfessional
with
and
ed
Business
the
volunteer service is
ment, Field Service and Support
she wants to come to enjoy the Fes- . . . if
you haven't got a regular June 4, in the home of Mrs. Char- men's Club meeting Tuesday night, Division, Aerospace Group, Hughes
tival with all of us and our guests. duty, you're just
missing one of the les Burrow on Eddings Street. Hos- which was held at the Derby Cafe. Aircraft Corporation.
tesses for the occasion were Mrs. Mrs. Harding announced a partial
great pleasures of this world.
Jimmy recently graduated from
Our finest clothing! First quality durable, shape holding dacron
Graduates and "undergraduates"
Charles Burrow. Mrs. J. T. Burrow list of committee chairman and
Murray State University with rethe
all
make
quite
didn't
latter
(the
and worsteds, fine imported all wool tropical: and fine first quality
and Miss Susan Burrow.
stated that others will be named
grees in mathematics, physics and
classes) are: Bob and Dolly Moryear 'round worsteds. Truly a fine assortment of quality clothing
later.
yellow
pale
a
wore
honoree
The
I am sure that this view is sharindustrial arts.
gan, Floyd and Daisy Martin, Mardown for this great sale.
marked
gift
a
with
sheath
lace-trimmed
the
Nell
of
Mrs.
chairman
Lowe,
He, his wife and daughter, Dawn
garet and Gordon Jones ( who will ed by Mrs. Charles (Betty Gordon corsage of yellow carnations.
scholarship committee, advised the Ranee, left last Thursday for Los
be winging to Ecuador pretty Buckingham) Dukes. Betty has
Receiving the guests with Miss members that the two $100 scholar- Angeles to make their home.
soon.) Lucy Andrews, Sally Baker, come back to Fulton to live and reships awarded each year will go to
Nancy Fossett, Robert Gregg, Joe ports that she has given more than Campbell were her mother, Mrs.
Dianne Simon of Fulton High
Sanders, Christine Batts, Vada 1000 hours of her time to volunteer J. E. Campbell, and Mrs. Mack
School and Jane Graves of South
Puckett, Ruby Boyd Poe, Mary service. Such service is apparently Burrow, mother of the groom-elect.
Fulton High.
Ethna Wilson, Joan Hanna and contagious . . . once you start you Mrs. Bill Burnett presided at the
Mrs. Sue Hurt and Mrs. Anna
Richard Cardwell and of course, just can't quit as long as you're register.
standing on your own two feet. Just
The hostess gift was a dinner Belle Edwards gave reports of the
Connie Pawlukiewicz.
Plate in the honoree's chosen pat- state convention held in Louisville
Se habla Espanol? . .. you'd bet- try it sometimes.
Chapter 793 of the Retired Civil
last week end, which they attended
tern.
ter!
Employees will hold their annual
Sheila Ann Moss, daughter of Mr.
Refreshitients were served from with Mrs. Ramelle Pigue and Mrs. picnic at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Albert Barton Moss of a beautifully appointed table, cen- Ruth Puckett.
FORESTRY CAMP
Riggins, located approximateHickman, Kentucky will graduate tered with an arrangement of pink
Mrs. Jo Westpheling gave a re- Paul
Rock
Shell
lease
The State will
from Freed-Hardeman College in roses in a silver compote. Silver port of the meeting she attended ly one mile south of Martin, on
Graynear
County
Carter
School in
Henderson, Tennessee on June 1, candelabra with white tapers flank- at Spindletop in Lexington on May U. S. Highway 45 E, on Tuesday,
son for use by the Kentucky De- 1967.
June 13.
ed the centerpiece. Assisting in 13, when she was named one of the
partment of Child Welfare as a
Eating will begin at twelve
ten outstanding women in KenBrown,
Bob
Mrs.
were
serving
forestry camp for treatment of deSheila is a graduate of Fulton
noon. Each one is requested
o'clock
been
had
linquent boys who are mentally re- County High School. While in Miss Helen King, Miss Margaret tucky. Mrs. Westpheling
a covered dish.
bring
to
She
club.
Miss nominated by the local
tarded.
Freed-Hardeman, she majored in O'Mar, Miss Jane Warren,
Jennie Lou Hardy and Miss Bonita also told of the Ford Foundation
Men's Reg. to $35
Psychology.
Fellowship awarded her for a
Burrow.
her
of
university
the
at
study
year's
Gift bouquets of summer flowers
Freed-Hardeman College is a
(size 6 to 20)
The Hickman County Fair,
choice.
fully-accredited liberal arts Christ- were used throughout the home.
at
10-12
August
for
scheduled
prewas
meeting
business
The
hundred
one
Approximately
ian junior college which was
founded in Henderson, Tennessee guests called between the hours of ceded by a dinner, with twenty- Clinton, will receive $1350 in state
FOR RENT: Floor sanding mafunds as assistance this year.
three members present.
Boys'Reg. to $25.95
in 1906.
two and five.
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

CLOTHING

Miss Campbell
Honored With
Tea On Sunday

Jimmy Green
B&PW Members Accepts Post
Hear Reports
With Hughes
Of Activities

Retired Civil Workers
Plan Picnic June 13

Sport Coats
$17.50

TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-36,43. Roper Television.

FOR SALE
Used bedroom suites
Used gas ranges
Used apartment - size gas
$49.50 up
ranges
up
Used refrigerators
REFRIGERAND
ALL STOVES
ATORS GUARANTEED FOR

sn.so

30 TO 90 DAYS
$5.82
New 9 x 12 rugs
3 Used kitchen cabinets $12.50 up
$10.00 up
4 Used chifferobes
Used breakfast room suites $7.50 up
$49.50
Used dining room suite

FOR

GOOD CLEAN USED
FURNITURE SEE:'

Reg. $6.95

Men's Slacks
$10.95 $20

Men's Slacks
$2.99
Paducah Store Only

One Group Reg. to $55
Year 'Round Weight

One Group Men's

SUITS
$24.00
Sunbeam

-

$4.97

Reg. $15.95

2 PAIRS

Jade East
Jade East Coral
English Leather
English Leather Lime
Old Spice
Old Spice Lime

Sport Coats

Sport Coats
$7.95
(Limited Quantity)

No

Mens Pen Pen
-

20% and more reductions assail men's and boys straw hats, sport
and dress shirts, walking shorts, jackets, ties, belts, shoes, and all
accessories.

FOR YOUR 'TATHER'S DAY" SHOPPING COME TO

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Commercial Avenue
(On Martin Highway)
Free Delivery
Easy Terms —

FULTON: 218 Main
MURRAY: 510 W. Main

MAYFIELD: 211 South 6th
PADUCAH: 516 Broadway
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Irrields

dren in Akron, Ohio.
Mrs. Malcolm Alfred has been
By Mrs. 111111nan Westbrook
hospitalized with severe sunburn at
Hillview, but was able to return
A surprise birthday dinner was home Saturday.
Mrs. Maggie House and Mark
given for Mrs. Lewis Armstrong on
her 69th birthday at her home Sun- 'Rose visited in Memphis last week
lay, May 28. About 65 friends and with her son, Franklin House and
-elatives came and brought dinner. family.
George Cunningham has not been
as well as many nice gifts. Those
attending were: Mr. and Mrs. Har- so well lately and is at the home of
ald Ford, their two daughters and his son, Estes Cunningham, and
'
families and Mrs. Hallie Hastings under the doctor's care.
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell spent last
if Mansfield, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd McClure and granddaughter, week with her daughter, Ruth, in
Mr. and Mrs. Novel Kelly, Harold Neoga, Illinois.
Fonnie Reed is slightly improvFord, Mrs. Gert Ford, Mrs. Fred
Wyatt, from Mayfield; Mr. and ed, after having to return to the
Mrs. Pete Taylor and son, Mrs. hospital a week ago last Thursday.
%rnold Langley from Morganfjeld;. He is in Weakley County Hospital,
Mrs. Myrtle Latta from Water Val- Martin.
Mrs. Will French is some better
ley; Mrs. Lola Kesterson, Mrs.
Katherine Evans from Paducah; at her home. She was in Fulton
Mrs. Maude Vincent, Bill Melton. Hospital several days for treatMr. and Mrs. Mellie Hodge, Mr. ment.
and Mrs, Ed Cashon, Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Isbel has been in Hillview
Webb Brown, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Hospital, but is at home at the
3anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Jim present time, recovering.
-Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Sebrun
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Shelton and
Choate, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Puckett daughter, Valerie, of Memphis and
from Dukedom, and Mrs. Mae Ricky Bailey of Waynesboro atByars of Fulton.
tended church at Good Spring SunMr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey, of day. Ricky will be entering the
Detroit, are visiting friends and re- Navy some time this month.
A household shower was given at
latives here .and attended Homethe home of Mrs. Marvin Young for
coming at Good 'Springs.
-O. M. Bethel is visiting his chil• Gale Hatcher and Johnny Young
on Saturday, June 3. Hostesses
were Thelma Liliker and Frances
Taylor. Many gifts were brought,
along with best wishes for this
young couple. As well as getting
140 b.usclway, South Fulton
married, Johnny will graduate
Phone 179-1841
from the University of Tennessee,
Martin this month.
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Revival for Good Springs is
-Vinyl and Tile
scheduled for August 6-11, with
-Downs and McGes Carpeting
Rev. W. W. Kitterman of Fulton
the visiting evangelist.
-Upholstering, Modern &

•CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarke Bondurant

DUKEDOM NEWS

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Antique
, -Viking Kitchen carpeting
-Jim Martin Paints

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver of
Wess Jones re-entered the Volunteer General Hospital in Martin Dallas, Texas, spent several days
Friday and is under treatment this last week with Clarice Bondurant.
week. We hope he will quickly re- They also visited with Mr. and
spond and soon be able to return Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy Sunday afternoon.
home.
Howard Sloan of Muskegon,
The Homecoming at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday Mich., spent last week with Mr.
was very successful, according to and Mrs. A. Simpson.
reports from Pastor Russell RogWe were very sorry to hear of
ers and the church. Rev. Lois W. the death of Mrs. Hugh Cruce of
Carlin of Paducah delivered the Union City, who passed away Monsermon at the morning worship. day in Obion County Hospital. She
He was accompanied by his wife. had many friends and relatives in
At noon a bountiful repast was Cayce, as she was reared here.
spread on long tables on the church Several friends and relatives from
grounds. The afternoon was devot- here attended her funeral and
ed to gospel singing, all leaders burial in Union City Wednesday
present taking part. A well-known afternoon.
quartet from Sikeston, 'Mo., was
Mrs. Perak Pruett and son Howpresent and presented their pro- ard have returned to their home in
gram. Many attended and enjoyed St. Louis, after a two weeks visit
the day in worship and fellowship. with Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Freeze.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill the
Friday afternoon guests of Clarpulpit at Knob Creek Church of ice Bondurant were F. R. Naylor of
Christ next Sunday at 11 a. m., Dallas, Texas, William Harris of
where he serves his church twice Winters, Texas, Ernest Arrington
monthly, on the second and fourth of Georgia, Mrs. Dewey Johnson,
Sundays. The public is invited.
Mrs. Clara Carr, Mrs. Mae Wall
There will be a Homecoming and Miss Eva Johnson.
Day and program at Union Baptist
Mrs. J. W. Ammons visited
Church on the fourth Sunday in Thursday and Thursday night with
June (25th). The church is located Dr. and Mrs. Roy Ammons and
on the Palmersville and Boyds- family in Murray.
vale Road. The Rev. Howard MilMr. and Mrs. J. D. Cruce of
ler, the pastor and church invite Walnut Ridge, Ark., and daughter,
the public. There will be lunch Mrs. Chester Mask and husband
served that day. Come out to wor- and two children of St. Louis, visitship, meet old friends and make ed Mrs. Mary Cruce arid Mr. and
new ones.
Mrs. Roy Cruce Thursday afterMost farmers got into the fields noon, after attending the funeral
last week, cultivating corn, tobacco and burial of Mrs. Hugh Cruce in
and cotton. They keep busy plant- Union City.
ing soy beans, but there remain
A large crowd of friends and resome places in lowlands where the latives attended a shower for Jerry
recent deluge of rain overflowed Graham and Miss Ruth Sanger of
to several feet in depth. Today, Hickman at Harmony Church FriMonday, is much better out, look day evening. He is the son of Mr.
for the industrious farmers.
and Mrs. Jack Graham._ They will
Kimberly Michelle, 18 months be married in the near future.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. JimMr. and Mrs. Lowery Taylor, of
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I my Argo of Hickman, is laid up Detroit, spent last week with his
with her arm, due to the small-pox grandmother, Mrs. Lurlie Lusk,
vaccination that is now taking ef- and aunt. Mrs. 'Airline Cruce.
fect. She is the great-granddaughMrs. Doris Freeman of Martin
ter of your writer and I wish her a visited with Mr. and Mrs. Roy
very speedy recovery and back to Cruce Wednesday.
her normal self.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Wade and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter children, of Louisville, Ky., spent
were Sunday night supper guests of the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassi- Chester Wade and Andy and atter, while Mark and Stevie, their tended the wedding of his cousin,
sons, were visiting grandparents, Stanley Jeffress Saturday afterMr. and Mrs. Gaither Bowling in noon.
Martin.
Rev. and Mrs. Cecil Baker, of
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill Memphis, spent Saturday and Satof Union City attended the Home- urday night with Mr. and Mrs. M.
coming Day at New Salem Baptist R. Jeffress and attended the wedChurch the past Sunday and also ding of her nephew, Stanley Jeffvisited with their relatives near ress.
here, Mr. and Mrs. Grover True.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Johnson, of
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McC,onnell Los Angeles, are visiting Mrs. Besand daughter, Donna, of Chicago, sie Campbell, who is in Park Manor
spent the past week end with their rest home in Fulton, and Mr. and
dad, Will J. Reed, in District No. Mrs. Joe Campbell and family.
17. They returned home Sunday
Open house was held at the new
and Mr. McConnell will resume his Methodist parsonage Sunday afterduties with Swift and Company.
noon. A large number attended and
enjoyed seeing it. There were about
150 who called during the afternoon.
Beaches Open
Rev. and Mrs. Luther Clark are
Bathing beaches at 15 Kentucky attending Methodist Conference in
State Parks are officially open. Paducah this week.
Lifeguards are on duty, daily
through Labor Day. Use of the
beach and bathing area is free.
• PIERCE STATION
There is a 25-cent clothes-checking
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
charge.

You've got
the number of
a true bourbon.

TEN HIGH is Hiram Walker Bourbon.
True Bourbon. Great Bourbon. Sip
it slow and easy. Enjoy this exceptional
86 proof straight Bourbon whiskey.

•

86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.

NOTICE

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Royce Lowe
and family of Irving, Texas, arrived Sunday afternoon for a visit
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Lowe.
Mrs. William Greer is a patient
in the Fulton Hospital. Her sister,
Mrs. Lester Alford, and Mr. Alford
a Dyersburg, spent yesterday with
her.
David Long, a student at the
University of Tennessee, Martin,
and two of his friends are spending
ten days in Miami. They will return
in time to start summer school in
Martin on the 12th.
Rev. James Holt and family returned from Miami Friday, after
attending the Southern Baptist Convention there. He filled his regular
se• vice at Johnson Grove Sunday
moining and evening.
Billie Stem spent Saturday in
Paducah.
County Name
Pulaski County, Kentucky was
named for Count Joseph Pulaski,
great Polish patroit and Revolutionary War hero.

MINIM

Notice is hereby given that an increase in County revenue of
not exceeding ten per cent beginning fiscal year 1967-68 is being
proposed. The County Budget Commission will meet at the Courthouse in Hickman, Kentucky on June 16, 1967 at 2:00 P. M.for the
purpose of hearing comments and complaints regarding the proposed
increase and explaining the reasons for such proposals.

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643

Both were presented by Robert E. SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
Lee.

Accounting Firms
Cite UK Students

Mrs. Barbara Sprague, Sturgis.
graduate student, was awarded a
assistantship. Prof. Wil
teaching
Awards for excellency in account.
Barn M. Ecton made the presents
ing wile presented March 23 to tion.
four University of Kentucky stuTwenty new members were initidents, following a dinner for over
Alpha Psi, an honor
60 people at the Winchester Coun- ated into Beta
ary recognizing outstanding acad
try Club.
emic achievement in accounting.
Mrs. Martha Johns, UK College
of Business and Economics senior, FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I
Lexington, presided.

Paris For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Susan McLellan, Bowling Green,
received the Russell S. Grady
award of ;100 as the outstanding
sophomore. The award was made
by Mrs. Helen Grady.

LIQUORS

Anne Culton, Winchester, won a
$500 scholarship offered by Ernst
& Ernest, Lexington accounting
firm. Mrs. Johns received the second Ernst & Ernst award of $100.

It pays to play
ASHLAND

GRAND SLAM

sch
rapi

BASEBALL
THERE ARE
THOUSANDS OF CHANCES
TO WIN!
HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST OF LUCKY WINNERS:

$5,000 WINNERS
Garry Adkins
Blue Creek, Ohio

Clarence Hoskins
Salem, Ind.

$1,000 WINNERS
Donald E. Martin

Leonard E. Simon, Jr.
New Castle, Pa.

Portsmouth, Ohio

Earl Cassady
Lovely, Ky.

NE
Nan
the
giv
a se
IS o
test
Ano
test
up 8

Otha Billingsley
Glasgow, Ky.

THE
(Con
into the
God
terribly
put Him
Him off
Him to
pie and
Sunday
clear, w
the fish
His fish
ing good
health i
gives
for in
and we
we
Aun
cept

Edward Madeja
Blasdell, N. Y.

$100 WINNERS
Ashland Joseph
Prestonsburg, Ky
Morris Lusk
Eldorado. III
C. D Wix
Genii. Kit

James P Smith
Mansfield, Ohro
Guy Hendrickson
Roseville, Ohio
R G Lighthall
DeRuyter, Pi 1

;25 WINNERS

Junes PI Wenn
P''-igton, W Va
1 rf Blankenslin
Wiassillon 0.
Donald A Wooten
Owenrboro, Ky.
Iffetty Witham
Pine Grove. W. Va.
Ruby Casts
Weston, W. Va.
Haley
Gr";:o4W.
a

Witham P Borst
Tonawanda, N.Y.
Delmer Woodard
St Paul, try,
Gary D. Pierce
Paintsville, Ky.
Betty McDonald
Lima, 0.
John H. Smith
Auburn. N.Y.
loan McClain
Uniontown, In.
Jerry Eberhardt
Falls, Pa.
Carel R. Cavins
Uniontown, Ky.
Allen H. Haler
Calvert City, Ky.
Earl 14, Johnson
Mt. Olivet, Ky.
Dale Vipperman
Mt Grind. 0.
E. C. Meadows
Spencer, W. Va.
James W. Watson
Etizabethtown. Ky.
Darleen L. Burley
Marion, 0.
James Perry
Walker, W. Va.
Lucian Wilson
Lexington, Ky.
Stanley Lindsey
Louisville, Ky.
Joseph Drober
Lexington, Ky.
Deneth J. Coomer
South Shore, Ky.
Bernie Johnson
Croma, Ky.
Leonard D. Roe
Troy, Mich.
Dewey Hall
Goody, Ky.
Lois, J. Blackburn
Williamson, W. Va.
Robert D. Gember
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Evelyn Gushy
Danville, Ky.
lames E. Singleton
Danville, Ky.

Walter Totten. Sr
Bluefield. W Vs
James C Stevens
Ashland. Ky.
Joan Steno
Aznesville, 0.

Webster Purley
Deerfield, 0.
Williams L. Betts
Auburn, NY
Cosma Snerd
Greensburg, Pa.
Jonas C Reulmas
Tall City, nal.

Silly 1 Mewed
Gtaysoa, Ky.
Robert Nelson
Darlington. Pa
George Smith
Sparta, Ky.
Charles I Hanscom
Jackson. 0.
Linda Seth
Sao., Springs, N Y.
Marpret StaRord
Variceberg. Ky
Marvin E Timmer!
SIB WINNERS Fsirmont, W tie
Austin Johnson. Jr.
William I Smith
Winchester, Ky.
New Brighton, Pa.
Wilbert Young
Hager L. Easterling
Hazard, Ky.
Grayson, Ky.
Wallace D. Illarr, Jr. John A. Townes
Jamestown, Pa.
Danville, Ky.
Frances J. McKenzie Edward P. Stalnaker
Paintsviffe, Ky.
Fairmont, W. Vs.
Louis E. Lanier
Virginia A. Jeffries
Pt Pleasant, W. Va. Moreland, Ky.
John Wine
Robert Wilburn
New Albany, Ind.
Garrison, Ky.
Larry A. Johnson
Jesse H. Shepherd
Lexington, Ky.
Shepherdeville, Ky.
Bobby L. Nolen
Franklin Williams
Vanceburg. Ky.
Kistler, W. Va.
Ed Sullivan
Daniel S. Perksand
Thompsonville, III.
Maysville, Ky.
Jerry G. Mahoney
Aubrey Paul Dean
Lebanon Jct., Ky.
Cawood, Ky.
lames R. Whitt
Dennis /tricksy
Grayson, Ky.
New Brighton. Pa.
F. D Feriek, Jr.
Bobby D Hudnall
Spencer, W. Va.
Russellville. Ky.
T. P McCarthy
Mark Truzzi
Warrendale, Pa.
Lisbon. 0.
Howard H. Earley
Violet Steele
Pocahontas, Va.
Harrodsburg. Ky.
John Seidel
Bonnie Roessler
Salem, 0.
Derby, N.Y.
James E Hunter
Daniel R. Root
Romage. W. Va.
Mayfield Hts.. 0.
George Dunlap, Jr.
Francis Naylor
Greenville, W. Va,
Stanford, Ky.
Lorene Ferguson
Alex Chapman
Campbellsville, Ky. Matewan, W. Va.
John R. Rifle
Con Ashley
Beckley, W. Va.
South Point, 0.
Thelma Murnahan
Faye Rose
Scottown, 0.
Mt. Sterling. Ky.

WIfflarn I Duddy
Louisville, Ky
CharkItte A. Burton
Rush, Ky.
Nettle Roo
Parrs, Ky.
Billy Prewitt
Little Sandy, Ky.
Roger Sickle
Lake Milton, 0
Mrs R Wilkinson
Weshington, 0.
W
Inckleby
Georgetown, Ind.
Mrs Dons Byerley
Crandall, Ind.
Sharon Slalom
Morehead. Ky.
Thomas W Stern
Morehead, Ky.
Glenna, Wallace
ff. Tonawanda, NI
Thomas Lee Hinton
Lexington, Ky.
Ruby Shelton
Darmille, Ky.
Dorothy iodine
Covington, Ky,
James Upchurch
Sparksville, Ky.
Evelyn A. Gibson
Massillon, 0.
Flora Dotson
Madison, le, Va.
Andy Stephens
Portsmouth, 0.
Howard Damon
Owensboro, Ky.
James Shiflett
Mill Crook, W. Va.
Michael Frye
Mansfield, 0.
Jerry nett
Owenton, Ky.
Ronald lee Snuffer
Beckley, W. Va,
Lowell D. Hinkle
McDowell, Ky.
Clyde Roehr
Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Joe Johnson, Jr.
Flatwoode Ky.
Herbert Morris
Ashland, Ky.

Robert M Mitchell
Bracholr,,. 5 5.
C G Shoff.,
Mineral Wells, WV.
Wilbert Smeltrer
New Kenuncon, Ps

Betty tee Tanner
Freeborn Ply
H svrteoindnil
.
oa z
Daniel Yoder
Alliance 0
Ralph J Norris
Borden. Ind.
Elmore Pyle
Lexington, Ky
John Atkinson
Syrian*. NY,
Robin Cherry
Paducah. Ky
Carl 1 Schrody
Gays Mills, Pa.
c
Mrs
li Kellyll4McCord
Woe Norman
Malta, 0
L. C. Cook
Princeton, Ky.
John Massie
Pembroke, Ky.
tars A McAninch
Yosemite. Ky.
Donald R. Marcum
Columbus, 0.
Wilma L Wheeler
Lexington. tty.
Bob Goble
Prestonsburg, Ky.

BICYCLE

WINNERS
Vedas Gauze
Pilgrim, Ky.
C. C. Kirkland
Conneautville, Pa.
Woodrow Lucas
Washrniton, W. Va.
Loyal D. Rohrbaugh
Canton. 0.
Kelly Byrd
South Lebanon, 0.
Richard B. Smith
Kennedy, N. Y.
Miss Hide Crowder
Sharon Grove, Ky.
Denver Brumfield
Gallipoli,. 0.
Clayton Herald
Booneville, Ky.

Mrs Michael Kolb
Cheektowaga, N.Y.
William Evans
Lancaste,. O.
June Lewis
WocKon, K.

Bud Hays
Lenin. By
Julia A Pronoweld
Auburn, N.Y.
Clifford 1, Schlan
Mt Orab, 0
Bettys Keys Foe
Lebanon. 0.
Jim Wanamaker
Lima, O.
Jerry 0 Ma emelt
Greenville. Ky,
Eva E Rouser
Lansing, Mich.
Cent Adams
Morehead, Ky.
Walter Monroe, Jr.
Harrodsburg, My.
Richard Ferrnon
McConnelsville, 0,
Morgan Hall
Jeckson, Ky
Kenneth D Grover
Pomeroy, 0.
Kenneth Cline
Surveyor. W. Va.
Ralph Smith
Ironton, 0
Robert E. Fernier
Pearsburg, Ve.
Jacqueline Urgent
Jenkins, Ky.
Dora P. Bates
Cambridge, 0.
Willis Duncan
Nauptuck, W. Va,
Charles R. Carrell
Benton, Ky.
Charles R. Catrrm
Flemingsburg. By.
Jimmy Bradshaw
Columbia, Ky.
Julius Theis
Fowler, Mich.
FI4V4a17.t.
if1
Dennis Daniel
Paintsvale, By.
Roger Emmert
Glasgow. Ky.
Charlie Martine
Manchester, Ky.
Oscar McCoy
Bowen. Ky.

WINNERS OF WORLD SERIES TRIPS
Berry Mitchell
Cranks, Ky.

George C. Martin
Louisville, Ky.

Plus thousands of other cash prize winners
THOUSANDS OF CHANCES TO WIN!
You may win too! Nothing to buy. Just drive In at any
participating Ashland Oil Service Station and get your
free Grand Slam Baseball game piece. Win $1, $10,
$25, $100, $1,000, $5,000. .. trips for 2 to World
Series... Roadmaster bicycles! Licensed drivers are
eligible-void where prohibited by law.

dagmbh.
Ashland
naumniPor

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
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RSTIII

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

lectric

any

NEW WEAPON IN STATE'S WAR ON TB—Mrs.
Nancy Workman, a registered nurse and a member of
the District Three TB Hospital clinic team from Paris,
gives a tuberculin skin test to Joanne (Jodie) Atkins,
a senior at Lexington Lafayette High School. Jodie
is one of more than 250,000 school-age youngsters
tested since the program began in September 1964.
Another 200,000 youngsters are slated to receive the
test during the next school year as part of a steppedup statewide program aimed at seeking-out TB among
school children. Instead of a needle and syringe, a
rapid-action device called a "Sterngun" is used.
joy He wishes to give us! If only
THE PARSON SPEAKS— we would treat Him as courteously
as we do the ones we love, with
(Continued From Page Two)
thoughts of Him and thanks to Him
into the elephant tent. . ."
and sharing with Him! The friendGod must be very patient or ship of God is beyond all ttrasures
terribly disappointed with us. We and joys, His love beyond any
put Him on like a new hat and take ecstasy of human love. Auntie, let's
Him off like a woolen shirt. We use pray for each other that we might
Him to confirm our being nice peo- start taking God seriously, since he
ple and good citizens. When the is so seriously in love with us.
Sunday is right and the weather is
Your loving nephew,
clear, we have time for God; when
the fish are biting, we try to catch
Mousie
His fish instead. When we are feeling good we forget Him; when our
health is bad. God is to blame. He
Civilization Outpost
gives us 100 percent and we grab
Wickliffe, Kentucky, seat of govfor more; He takes a percentage,
and we grow sour. He loves and ernment for Ballard County, is near
the site of Fort Jefferson, George
we purse our lower lip and pout.
Auntie, would that we could ac- Rogers Clark's outpost of western
cept God's love! What peace and civilization established in 1780.

THE CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST, SECOND AND CARR STREETS

SERVICE SCHEDULE

The Central Church seeks to enlist the efforts of all people to
return to the Bible. Plant the same seed (the word of God. Luke

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Goy.Edward T. Matte&

Sunday

8:11) and reap but one kind of fruit — Christians. Acts 11:26. This

Bible Study

10:00 A. M

automatically results in one body (Eph. 4:4) and brings about

Morning Worship

10:50 A. M

religious unity—that for which our Lord prayed, John 17:1-26. To

Evening Worship

6:30 P. M

this end are we dedicated, and it is our prayer that all men will

Wednesday

19 and 20 years old should be alFRANKFORT—
In Kentucky 18-yearolds have lowed to vote.
Except for two or three reverses,
been able to vote since 1955. Now,
the age has been
movements are afoot in a number the trend to lower
when
of states and in Congress to give on a constant rise since 1939,
interview18 - year - old citizens the right to only 17 per cent of those
pollster thought
vote nationally. I hope the move is ed said "yes." The
the proportion increased during
successful.
persuasion
In the dozen years that 18-year- war years under the
old enough to
old Kentuckians have been author- that "if a person is
to vote."
ized to vote, they have exercised fight, he's old enough
The rising tide in favor of contheir privilege and their right in a
ferring the right of suffrage on an
sensible, wise manner.
age group which properly might be
young
these
that
I have observed
classified as "young adult" has
issues
the
with
voters keep pace
the attention of Congress. A
caught
sides
both
study
of today, and they
proposal for a constitubipartisan
up
make
they
before
of questions
to lower the age,
amendment
tional
exmy
from
know,
I
their minds.
one Washington news
to
according
and
state
the
perience around
"won a score of signafrom the questions they ask me, story, has
there.
tures"
in
interested
deeply
are
they
that
Among the senators who have
what is going on and they exercise
proposal are Majority
their voice in government with a signed the
Leader Mike Mansfield, D-Mont.,
mature attitude.
Leader Everett DirkI have never heard of an in- and Minority
-Ill.
stance since 1955 in which an 18, son, R
As a member of the Kentucky
19 or 20 year old voter in KenHouse of Representatives in 1954, I
tucky misused his voting powers.
advocated passage of the
Kentucky made its decision to strongly
authorized the 1955
lower the voting age requirement bill which
voters on the ain the wake of the Korean War, referendum of
to the Kentucky Conand has had good results. Georgia mendment
which cut the voting age
did it in 1943 during World War stitution
from 21 to 18.
II, and I have heard of no regrets. requirement
I have been proud ever since
The only other states which alhand in lowering the
low persons under 21 to vote are that I had a
voters in our state—
the two most recently admitted to age limit for
makes it naCongress
hope
I
and
a
has
the Union—Alaska, which
if 18, 19 and 20ause
tionwide—bec
Haand
19-year-old requirement,
year-olds elsewhere evidence the
waii with one of 20.
great sense of responsibility shown
today,
country
Throughout the
young Kentuckians, the result
by
nearpoll,
according to a national
be of great importance to the
will
or
three,
ly two adults in every
of our country.
future
18,
persons
some 64 per cent, think

will have the disposition of heart to say," Lord, speak — thy ser-

In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
s'
• Open Sunday Afternoon
Greenfield
W. D. Powers
SONS Phone 235-2293
Fulton
J. B. MANE:SS &
Greenfield, Tenn.
Phone 472-1851
....

Thursday
9:30 A. M

Ladies' Class

vont hearth; command — and I will obey."

"A HEARTY WELCOME AWAITS YOU"

(Photos Courtesy Gardner's Studio)
GlerxIon W. Walker

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 4V2-3951

Fulton

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horn.. For reservation call 472-3386
or writ• 309 North Parkway, Fulton,

THE CITIZENS

BANK

Make our bank your bank

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Phone 336-2655

Hickman, Ky.

Green florist supplies
Dial 479.1371

PURE MILK COMPANY
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
At the shore or at your door
Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky.

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

7:30P. M

Mid-week Service

come to love Him, who died to save us, to the degree that they

Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky,

Hickman - Fulton

"Live Better Electrically"

Dial 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Antiques
Private dining for 250

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Ave.,

—

R. E. C. C.

HOME

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414

472-1342

Lake Street

Hickman, Ky.

South Fulton, Tenn.

JACKSON FUNERAL

"The Resell Store"

Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

Dukedom, Tenn.

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and gambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479-rf71

Loo
PERI
YOU'LL
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1-Hour
1-Day
DRIVE-IN 1

RAPI

PRO!
LAUNDRY
MODERN
201 W. St.
Pho

113:.

Mrs. Florence Ballesteros (left) is shown here with her daughter Christina when they'attendecl last year's
Festival. Mrs. Ballesteros is again coordinating the La tin-American student program for this year's event.

NOTEBOOK—
There'll be at least two Fultoriians
that I know who will be seeing Europe
through visitor's eyes this week.-Dr.
Bailey Binford, home from Lexington
for a short while, boarded a plane for
Boston on Monday en route abroad.
Bailey, who looks like the motion picture version of a young, talented man
of medicine has no particular destination in mind. He says he'll just "bum
around" taking in the country in a leisurely, enjoyable way. And that's the
best -way.
Craig Simrell left Wednesday with
a group from Christian Brothers College in Memphis to join a group from
Lewis College for a month's tour of the
continent. No doubt Bailey and Craig
will meet up somewhere along the
way. There's nothing, but nothing like
meeting even a mere acquaintance far
away from home.
This daylight saving time is getting to me.
Thus far I have noticed a couple of
minor irritations. One of them is that
it's plum dark when I get up around
five, and seemingly mid-afternoon

when my eyes start telling me that I've
put in 14 or 16 hours.
I'll live with that I think, but I am
having a heck of a time putting the
television in some corner of the den
where the sun isn't shining full blast
on the screen, making visibility of the
s:x o'clock news impossible.
Men have always maintained that
the feminine sex is the vain sex. So,
we give you this little item for what it
is worth, and also in the hope of currying a little favor with our womenreaders:
A noted New York photographer
recently declared that men are much
vainer than women when they are being photographed! "People say women
are vain," says the photographer, "but
don't you believe it. I never saw anything as vain as a man in a studio."
Perhaps one reason for this observation is the recent tendency of boys
to wear their hair long—like girls.
That tempts them to be vain about its
care, etc. As one observer recently remarked, one can always tell the boys
from the girls these days. They are the
ones with long hair.

BIG 12,000 411TET,41
OF REFRESHING
SUMMER RELIEF
FOR MULTI-ROOM NEEDS

New Farms May
Establish 1968
Wheat Allotment
A new farm wheat allotment may
be established for 1968 crop wheat
for farms that did not have a 1967
allotment, and which can meet all
eligibility requirements, Roy Bard,
Chairman Fulton County ASC Committee, announced today.
A 1968 wheat allotment will automatically be established for all
farms that had a wheat allotment
established for 1967.
To be eligible for a new farm allotment, the operator must expect
to receive- 50 percent,.or more, of._
his income from the production of
agricultural commodities on the
farm; neither the owner nor the
operator may have an interest in
any other farm which has a 1968
wheat allotment; and the person
making application must have had
at least two years experience in the
last five years in producing wheat.
Applications for a new farm allotment must be filed in the county
office on or before June 30, 1967.
Any interested producer who can
meet these requirements should
contact the county office before the
final date for filing an application.

Model A-1238L

FRIGIDAIRE
AIR CONDITIONER COMFORT
•Can coot up to several rooms at One time.
•Convenient Automatic Thermostat Control.
•Operates on 230 volts or 208 volts.
•Floating Suspension for extra quietness.
•Also installs thru-the-wall with Opt. kiL

WALNUT STREET

GOVERNOR BODY
The Board of Trustees is the governing body of the University of
Kentucky. It includes the governor,
superintendent of public instruction
commissioner of agriculture, and
14 members appointed by the governor—three of whom are UK
alumni and two from the UK faculty.
THE UK ASSEMBLY
The University of Kentucky Assembly includes all faculty and
staff members, and meets on call
of the president, or upon written
request by 10 n.2mbers.

MARK OF EXCELLENCE

FULTON

They'll be coming BACK TO BACK our Project Unite Us for the Fifth Annual Banana Festival from September 27-30. Pictured above are two
Amigos who were our honored guests during last year's Festival.

DETERMINES POLICY
The University of Kentucky Senate determines the educational
policy of the University. The executive arm of the University Senate
is the Senate Council which works
closely with both faculty and administrative leaders of the institution.

300 PIPE LINE —
(Continued from Page One)
here until sometime in July, while a
crew of some 300 men is engaged in
laying a giant 36-inch pipeline from a
point north of Clinton to a point south
of Union City for the Trunk Line Gas
Company.
The line is being laid alongside
two existing lines already in operation by Trunk Line, which is a natural
gas supplier to the Valley. Curtis Rogers, field office manager for Associated, told The News Wednesday that the
third pipeline will extend approximately 180 miles, in portions, from
Alexandria, La., to Clinton, Ky. The
work schedule anticipates the laying of
around 8000 feet of the giant pipe per
day, he stated.
Rogers stated that crewmen and
their families are still arriving, and
that a number of them will be looking
for furnished homes, apartments and
rooms during their 4 to 6-week stay
here. Landlords may file their availabilities with him, he stated. Telephone
Curtis Rogers, field officer manager, at
472-1482 in Fulton. He further stated
that his company has hired all of the
local personnel it needs, and will be
hiring only replacements as needed.
His office is located on US 45 at the
north Fulton city limits.
BANANA FESTIVAL—
(Continued From Page One)
nana-Festival at Government expense.
The reports we received concerning
the students who visited the Festival
last year under a similar arrangement
indicated that the experience was extremely profitable to them.
We will keep you informed of our
progress in scheduling International
Visitors and students from Latin
America to visit Fulton. We hope that
these arrangements will contribute effectively to the Festival activities
while at the same time enriching the
content of our exchange program.
Sincerely yours,
J. Manuel Espinosa
Acting Director
Office of Inter-American Programs
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
Hospital Expanding
A planned 44-bed addition to the
Hickman County Hospital at Clinton,
costing $500,000, will increase patient
facilities to 100, the Board announced.

Poverty Director Says
Poor Must Be Included
Community Action agency board
members, interested local government
officials and private citizens heard Albert Whitehouse, Kentucky Office of
Economic Opportunity director, explain recent poverty war developments at the Hickman County Health
office building in Clinton June 6
where he addressed a board meeting of
the four-county Mississippi River Area
Development Council, Inc.
Whitehouse, director of Governor
Edward T. Breathitt's poverty war office, is currently making a speaking
tour of the state's 25 functioning Community Action agencies, stressing the
program's most pressing needs as
greater involvement of the poor in
programs aimed at "eliminating poverty rather than alleviating it", and more
money for funding Office of Economic
Opportunity programs. "You can't win
a war without money," he said, "a lot
more money than has been appropriated thus far. Some people are awfully
miserly, expecting us to win a war
with BB guns. Congress must be made
aware that we must have more money
and have it soon", Whitehouse said,
suggesting a write-your-Congressman
campaign.
Whitehouse told the group of monies spent thus far in the Mississippi
River area in the fight against poverty.
Since the beginning of the program the
Mississippi area has received $196,530.
Of this, $48,265 went for Head Start,
$48,090 for rural loans, $40,000 for
Small Business loans, and $50,175 for
program development.
Alluding to the impatience of
some Congressmen and private citizens
at the pace of the poverty war, Whitehouse said, "Everybody is living in an
instant coffee age—a spoonful of powdered coffee and a dash of hot water.
The war to eliminate poverty will not
be won instantly, nor by edict. When
you are dealing with human lives and
reconstructing them, it takes longer to
achieve your aims."
"The keystone of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964 is the Community Action program. A true community action agency is one that works
to eliminate poverty . . . and such a
program, to be successful, must have
the support and commitment of the entire community," he explained.

The Mississippi River area's new
TRANSFERRED
director, Michael Shapiro, was inCAP
the.
of
Robert Warmath, manager
Fulton A&P Store for the past two troduced to most board members for
years, has been transferred to a com- the first time at the Tuesday night
pany store in Jackson, Tennessee. He meeting by board chairman E. H. Padleft for his new post last week. A suc- gett, Hickman county judge and longcessor has not been named for the Ful- time advocate of the community action
concept of poverty elimination.
ton store.

Farm Tour To
Study Double
Crop System
A farm tour to study the double
cropping system used by Hickman
and Felon County farmers will be
held .1,ine 15th. beginning at the
Cayce - •hool at 9:00 a. m
The first stop will be at the Scott
DeMyer farm to see airplane seeded wheat and a rotary tiller type
planter planting soybeans following wheat in a contour striperopping system.
The second stop will be at the
James White farm four miles west
of Hickman along Highway 94 to
see soybeans being planted following wheat harvest. Mr. White double cropped 400 acres last year that
produced 40 bushels of wheat and
32 bushels of soybeans per acre.
The last stop will be at Reelfoot
Lake for lunch and a short meeting
to describe the program.
Shirley Phillips, Crops Specialist
from the University of Kentucky,
Dennis Colson. Agronomy Specialist for the U. S. Soil Conservation
Service, and C. E. Wyatt, University of Kentucky Area Specialist in
Soils, will lead the discussion.

Martin,DeMyer
To Attend SCS
Meet At Murray
Charles Martin and Scott DeMyer
will attend the Third Annual Convention of the Kentucky Council of
Chapters of the Soil Conservation
Sooetety of America at Murray
State University on June 9 and 10,
1967. Messers Martin and DeMyer
are members of the Kentucky Lake
Chapter of the Soil Conservation
Society of America. The Society is
an international organization of
professional soil and water conservationists and those interested in
Soil Science.
The theme of this year's convention is "Natural Resource Development to serve Kentucky."
The program will feature Dr. Ralph
Woods, President of Murray State
University; J. 0. Matlic, Commissioner, Kentucky Department of
natural Resources: Sherrill Milliken, Tennessee Valley Authority:
and Homer A. Taff, State Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service.
The story of the development of
Kentucky's State Parks will be
presented by Henry Ward, a former Commissioner of Conservation
for Kentucky.
Cecil Chapman, National President of SCSA will discuss the "Role
of SCSA in Natural Resource Development" at the banquet Friday,
June 9, 1967.
Wayne Pritchard, Executive Director of SCSA of Iowa, will also
appear on the program.
According to James W. Dye,
President of the Kentucky Council
of SCSA, nearly 200 Society members plan to attend the Convention.
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Looking For
PERFECTION?
YOU'LL FIND IT HERE I

SIIIIIS

CAREFULLY
LAUNDERED
BY TOP
PROFESSIONALS!
0 a

IA

1-Hour Cleaning!
1-Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE

HAPPY DAY
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANERS
LAUNDRY
MODERN COLD STORAGE
S. Fulton
201 W. St. Line
Phone: 471.9079

Used Cars
146 FORD Galexte SOO, 4-door
sedan, white, V-I, automatic. Local car, one owner, Tennessee title. Traded
in on new Chevrolet.
1966 CHEVELLE 4-door sedan
Vi, automatic, white, Tenn
car; trade-in on new Chilvalle.
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146 CHEVY II Nova. 2-door,
hardtop, white out, red
trim
inside. 6-cylinder,
straight shift, good driving, economical car. New
tires.
1966 PONTIAC GTO 4-speed,
bucket seats, green. Trade
In on new Chevelle. Tennessee title.
145 CHEVROLET Belair
2-door sedan; white outside; straight shift
145 Chevrolet
pickup; long
wide
bed, 6-cylinder,
straight drive. Green; one
owner, Tenn. title low
mileage. Trade-in on new
truck.
Corvalr Monza Cony. 4.
speed, red and red inside;
new car trade-in
144 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door seden, power and air. We
sold it now. Kentucky tag,
traded in on another new
Buick. Beige in color.
One owner.
1164 BUICK Wildcat, 2-doer,
hard top, red Inside and
out, power and arr. We
sold it new. Kentucky
tags, traded back on new
Buick. One owner.
144 PLYMOUTH station wag
on, 4-door; Ky. license;
brown; automatic transmission; air; trade-in on
new Buick.
144 OLDSMOBILE F85 4-door
sedan VI, automatic; local
car; trade-in on new
Buick.
144 Chsiv Biscayne 4-dr, 6 cyl,
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 owner.
1163 PLYMOUTH
Fury V-I,
automatic, power steering.
Traded in on new Chevrolot. White in color.
1963 F•irlan• 500, 4-door sedan, V-8,
Fordomatic,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1963 BUICK L•Sabro, 4-door,
hard-top, power steering
power brakes, automatic
blue and white. One owner
Kentucky car. We sold i
now, trade-in on 67 Wild
cat.
142 OLDSMOBILE 4-door se
clan, white with blue top;
Tenn. car; power steering,
brakes and air; trade in on
new Buick.
141 OLDSMOBILE power and
air, Gray, New car tradein. Ky. tags.
1960 VOLVO 4-door, 4-speeds,
green; Tenn. tag.

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-1361
Main office 472.2466

Head Start
Program For
Obion Approved
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.
The Head Start Program for
Obion County schools has been
approved, according to Superintendent C. D. Parr.
All teachers and aides who
work in the Head Start Program
will meet at Troy Elementary
School at 9 a.m. Tuesday.
Teachers and aides not previously trained will attend pre.
service training at University of
Tennessee, Martin, .Wednesday
through Friday. Teachers who
have had training will remain
in school centers to work ther
on these days.
All children who will attend
the Head Start Program will
register at either Troy or South
Fulton on June 12. Registration
will be from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Preschool children from Woodland and South Fulton will register at South Fulton and all other children will register at Troy.
Transportation will be provided for all children who are eligible for the program, Parr said.

Juvenile Court
Social Service
Work Is Merged
LOUISVILLE
— The
City-County Children's Home
and the administrative and social service functions of juvenile
court were merged Wednesday
to form a new Metropolitan Social Services Department in Jefferson County and Louisville.
The merger will be Implemented
under a 12-month plan and will
operate under administration.

JUST ARRIVED!
New Shipment of—
Diamonds— Tie TacksSummer Jewelry for
Women
at

WFUL I
RA

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

FULTON KENT"- CRY
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Of interest to Homemakers

Obion Countian
Honored At UTM
WICKLIFFE, Ky.,
Tom Waller, the Paducah lawyer with the big voice who kept
the big secret for 10 years, said
—"For 100 years Wickliffe has
waited . . . but West Virginia
Pulp and Paper Co. was worth
waiting for."
The Paducah attorney was
master of ceremonies at a welcoming dinner Wednesday night
for officials of WESTVACO, the
vast paper products firm which
will build an $80 million complex at Wickliffe.
Governor On Hand
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt and
First District U. S. Rep. Frank
Albert Stubblefield headed a list
of some 120 officials and leading citizens who were on hand
to meet the top officials of the
company.
Waller said he, having been
born only 25 years after the
Civil War, has watched the industrial revolution change the
world.
"Wickliffe has stood at the
confluence of America's two
greatest rivers ..(while) ...
for 100 years parents have educated their children to send
them to other places to make
their mark . . . for 100 years
Wickliffe has waited for this
night," Waller said.
The firm of Waller, Threlkeld
and Whitlow of Paducah and B.
Allie Hall of Wickliffe were the

guardians of a 10-year secret
about a large tract of land held
mysteriously for some unknown
company.
During that puzzling decadel
for area residents, WESTVACO
was carefully measuring the,
Ballard County site against
many others as far away as
Brazil, president David L. Luke
III said last night.
The company which deals in
nearly every kind of paper
product, boxes, cartons, packages as well as chemicals and
wood products, will manufacture newsprint and some types
of white business paper here.
Both Luke and Gov. Breathitt
emphasized WESTVACO's reputation as a firm which innovates
as a leader of its industry, a
company which is quite sound
fiscally, and a business which
actively encourages conservation of natural resources.
The corporation's team of 200
scientists and engineers in the
last 10 years has obtained 150
patents—the firm has not failed
to pay a dividend to stockholders since it was incorporated
about 1890—and the company
which owns one Million acres of
timberland managed by 60 pro.
Minimal foresters will teach
people of the area how to manage and get the most out of
their woodlands, they said.

A number of °Non Countians were among the 82 students at the University of Tennessee at Martin who were recognized recently for outstanding
scholarship and citizenship at
an Honors Day program.
Dr. Joe Morgan, president
of Austin Peay, delivered the
principal address.
South Fulton—Paul Douglas
Blaylock, upper division Liberal
Arts, PI Sigma Phi Honor Society
and Who's Who.

Pit Bar-B-One

RAY'S
SANDWICH

Custom Barbequing
at all times

SHOP
OPEN SUNDAY

BIG HAMBURGERS

4 p. m. • 10 p. m

THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES

DESK SIZE
LIVING

COLOR
Portrait
REG. $6.95 VALUE

Only 97c
Reg. $2.99 Heavy
Poly Propylene
SIT-ON HAMPER

$1.90

Limit — No Other Charges Satisfaction
Guaranteed
ONLY 1 Special Per Person or Two Special Per
Family
WEAR BRIGHT COLORS and
Come Early To Avoid The Rush

SATURDAY, JUNE 10th
SHOOTING HOURS 10 A. M. To 6 P. M.
In Fulton

THE JEWEL BOX

Area Counties
Eligible For Aid
Bill Sez:—
I have a 1965 Mustang on hand
that is going to make some
proud owner happy this summer. It is blue inside and out,
has a V8 motor, automatic
transnussion and new tires.

ea-Tenn...Auto &liee

PRICED JUST RIGHT!
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
63 PONTIAC Catalina 4-dr. sedan; power steering and
brakes
63 CHEVROLET, 6-cly., Sharp.
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 CHEVROLET Belair 4-dr.;
sharp; automatic
62 BUICK, with air, local,
sharp
62 CHEVY II 2-door hardtop, 6cyl.
60 FORD
half-ton
pickup
truck; good condition, local
60 VOLKSWAGEN, local
20-25 other cars, trucks
59 FORD /
1
2-ton pickup, 6-cyl;
good condition
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
% FORD /
1
2-ton pickup, V8,
good condition

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
— The Economic Development
Administration, U. S. Depart'merit of Commerce, reported today the continuing growth of the
national economy is showing an
impact on many lagging areas of
the nation, but 849 communities
are still in need of federal financial aid to combat severe unemployment and low income
problems.
Several Western Kentucky and
Southern Illinois counties are
listed.
Western Kentucky counties eligible for aid under Title IV include Butler, Calloway, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Grave s, Fulton,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon and
Trigg counties.
Areas of Southern Illinois
which are eligible for similar
aid from EDA are Alexander,
Franklin, Gallatin, Hardin, Jersey, Johnson, Massac, Pope, Pulaski, Saline, Union and Williamson counties.
One county in the area —
Caldwell — has been dropped
from the list of counties eligible
for full assistance, public works
and business loans.
Christian, Muhlenberg and
Webster counties were dropped
from the List of eligible for

works grants only. Their unemployment rates have dropped below 6 per cent.
The EDA findings were announced by Ross D. Davis, assistant secretary of commerce for
economic development

Coleman 2.
Burner Stove
$14.95

$6.95
LEADER
ATHLETIC AND
PORTING GOOD

I

WHOLESALE & RETAIL
FULTON. KY.

ItE E•
•

at your choice of:
Beach — Disneyland
San Francisco — Las Vegas

SANDWICH SHOP
Phone 472-3657

Compact
Only Amana air conditioners give you dependable performance . .. long
life ... and your investment is protected by an exclusive Five Year Warranty On Total Appliance.

NOT ALL WARRANTIES ARE ALIKE:
For example, ordinary warranties cover only the sealed refrigeration system
—(the evaporator coil, condenser coil and compressor). One of the most
frequent causes of trouble in air conditioners is failure of the fan motor.
This is not covered by ordinary warranties.

Amami 5-year warranty on total appliance
not only includes fan motors, but all these other items as well:
• Thermostat
• Overload Protector
• Rotary Switch
• Solenoid Coil
• Fan Motor
• Auxiliary Heater Assembly
• Fusible Link

Dial 472-3362
North bypass; Ky. side

DARI—CREAM

$10.00 Cash Bonus
from Fulton Electric
System if bought
By June 24

24-Inch
Adjustable
Charcoal
GRILL

WILSON MOTORS

rah=

NO OTHER AIR CONDITIONER GIVES YOU
A 5 Year Guarantee On Parts and Labor!

Coleman
Lantern
$13.41

Ara:AKIPMF/AllrIAI

Miami

456 LAKE STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

LAUNDRY AND CLEANER& INC.
218 E.&ate Line
Phone 472-1700

• Wiring Harness
• Blower Wheel
• Condenser Coil
• Evaporator Coil
• Compressor
• Check Valve
• Reversing Valve

Unmatched Performance—Unmatched Protection from Amana! No wonder smart
buyers look to Amana. See the complete range of sizes and models today.

AIIMMINO. FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY ON TOTAL APPLIANCE

Your Business Is Appreciated — Billy Gilbert. Mgr.
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Your One-Stop Drive-In
—Barbecue
— Boot Beer

Convenient Terms

Prices
Start At
$119.95

AWNS 1111141110ATION. INC. AWN& IOWA

ecutive Diwill also

W. Dye,
olry Council
ciety meanConvention.

next orawing Saturday, June 10 and drawings rock hi%
weeks thereafter. Rod carpet treatment when you arrive
at your destination! Your choice of four plans! See your
OK-PARISIAN routeman for details; save your statements:
bonus tickets for storage orders! (Our employees and
their families not eligible). (Transportation excluded).

Be Ready For HOT Weather Stop In Al:
Raibtoad Salvage

eosefteugy

TELEPHONE 472-5012.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

456 LAKE STREET

CNINIIMINNMEMPIEMOin."04=14144.0414
.
004 ViMiN)4iiiMKTOMI414M041.1.iO4HOMENNO4 N.M.()M.(
.1.
4)41

Fulton, Ky.
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HOW MANY CALORIES
YOU SHOULD EAT ENOUGH
FOOL) TO BALANCE THE CALORIES YOU TAKE IN
WITH THE ENERGY you USE IF YOU
WANT 10 MAINTAIN WEIGHT WITHOUT
GAIN OR LOSS TO LOSE .
WEIGHT, you nillisT CONSUME
LESS EIALORiEs EACH
DAY THAN you use
FOR ENERGY.
ONLY IN THIS vVAY WILL.
YOU USE UP FAT STORE0
IN YOUR BODY.

FULTON,

100000000000r

Page 2

Week Days Open 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.

7- B-I-G DAYS STARTS THURSDAY!
(AMY-Y)

be made available to a limited
number of students.
Registration for the course
will take place Monday, June 12,
from 9 a. m. to ll a. rn. in the
UTM Music Building.

during the five weeks to conduct
the master classes and give personal instruction to each student
enrolled.
organ,
Lessons in voice,
brasses and woodwinds also will

UTM To Offer
HS Students
Music Course
A five-week course in piano,
music theory, forms and styles
for young pianists of high school
age will be offered at U-T Martin June 12 to July 14, according
to Miss Harriet Fulton, head of
the UTM Music Department.
The course will include piano
lessons, introduction to music
and master classes. Practice
rooms and campus recreational
facilities will be available to
those who enroll for this special course. Living accommodations in the dormitories and
meals in the University Center
cafeteria will be available.
Allison Nelson of the Nelson and Neal Duo-Plano Team,
artist in residence at UTM, will
be on campus one day each wp.A.

NOW OPEN!

AAA FINAL MARKDOWNS AAA*

U.S. CH(

Dixie Cream Donut Sho

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

212 Commercial_Ave.
_ (Across from Exchange Furniture

Wonderful Bargains While They Last. Hurry!

REELF
We cater to organisations and

INY TOGGER
Orlon acrylic in

brown capeskin upp•rs.

black, solid colors.

Pa

us a visit soonf

.. •

Opera Slippers $

Orlon Crew Socks
Hi-bulk

donuts
on
made

nd
jai i

fresh dail

••••••••••:-..i.

Elasticized sid• gores, rich

SAD!

GRAD!
A variety of cake

All Fixtures For Sale
305 MAIN ST.
FULTON, ICY.

Romeo Slippers

riles!

white,

Buoyant foam sole and
h••I for dad's comfort.
Brown or black leather
uppers.

404.
41..
;
) PLEASINC PRICES!
MEN'S SUMMER SHIRT

SUMMER
Cool summer nights ahead for Dad
in th•s• solid color and fancy pnnt
Broadcloth and embossed Cotton polamas Sanforic•d Sizes A-S-C-D

Long or
Short sleeves
Ankle
LENGTHS
SIZES A-B-C-D

Dress SHIRTS

a1ffiG
55-N WILLIAMS -YVONNE ROMAIN
The WIERE BROS.v.L.ANNETTE DAY

65% Dacron, 35% Cotton. Absolutely Permanent
Pr•ss. In white, with regular spr•ad collar
Sites. 14Vs-17

WORMAN TAUROG
JUDD BERNAITODU,ZAIN WINKLER

Sport SHIRTS

JO HElMS

•

Hugs selection of plaids, stripes, paisleys, solids.
novelty w
Sutton-down, spread and Hi-Ito,
collars. Som.P•rman•nt Pr•if S-M-L

istoet•wmaratocoLon

"Fruit of the

Knit SHIRTS

1

Let
ROBERTS
i&V

44. iz

put a little
style in his life
FATHER'S DAY,
Jane 18th

Fill
CLEA

Ea
CLEA

HUGE ARRAY OF

down and regular collar styles

KRA1

OR

Perfect
Gift for
DAD!

Most are Permanent Press.
Colorful selection of button-

AM

To1i1ease every

SPORT SHIRTS

Is your Dad a special sort of guy? Show
him you think so, with a pair of
these magnificently tailored
shoes. Choose from our
complete collection of
dress and casual styles.
Don't forget,
Father's Day
is June leth.

iA1:1tL

stripes. Sizes and styles for
all Dads. S-M-L-XL.

FATHER'S
SHIRTS for DAD...
at GIFTABLE PRICES

A

CKS

Just the slacks dad needs for
dress or casual wear. 65%
Dacron, 35% combed Cotton
Poplin weave. Never need
ironing. Black, Olive. 29-42

NO IRON
KORATRONe
PERMANENT CREASE

SLACKS
No need to ever touch these
slacks with on iron. Tropical and
year 'round weight fabrics in
large selection of colors to
please Pop

•
Koratron Twill dress-up Jeans.
Ivy Belt-Loop model in Black
and Ton. Continental model
In black and green. Completely No-Iron. 29-36.
•
Casual Belt-Loop model slacks
in Hopsack, the newest cloth
made with Koratron finish.
Choose whiskey or groan,
29-36.

TWILLS
BENGALINES
REVERSE TWISTS
HOPSACKS
OXFORD WEAVES
SIZES

RICHT]

olort:: arro
o
fpat
svipesmot
.
hando.di.tied.fesin
o•u
.
S:rtso
"i"s1r1..

... checks, plaids, solids, new

l'CakPERMANENTl,
0\
K,,RATI
CREASE 111,

r

°Atria SUN.
JUNE 18

Tripleheader
SPEEDSHAVER

3 floating
rotary blades
heads,iS
for rostra speed,
comfort. Pop-up
sideburn trimmer

2.95
.79
.98
.79
.79
.79
1.09
1.00
.79
1.49
1.00
1.00

1.09 Brylcreem
874
.89 Groom 'n Clean .71(
83 Vitalis with V-7 674

DEL!i

COLI

24

Gillette Techmatic RAZOR
Gillette Super Stainless BLADES
Gillette FOAMY Shaving Lather
RISE Push-Button Lather
Colgate INSTANT SHAVE
Palmolive RAPID SHAVE
AQUA VELVA After Shave
SUN-UP Shaving Lotion
Mennen SKIN BRACER
Gillette RIGHT GUARD
MANPOWER Deodorant
AR RID Spray Deodorant

SI

FR1

Nore/CO.

SA]

2.35
634
784
634
634
634
874
804
634
1.19
804
804

252 Si:

FLO
11,417411
,
41,4
fill/APIPFAM
frAltdrI2
011011151,

Complete selection of famed

"OLD SPICE"
TOILETRIES FOR MEN

29-42

BAY FAMILY

1412
FROZ

ON HIS
DAY

LC./A

Step inside for comfort. Cushioned flange
comfort that gives your arch a lift. Outside,
exquisite styling of luxury leathers. Choose
the smart looking men's shoe with classical
comfort. Cushioned flange.

WINT

"
3
fog 2

All th• newest colors in th• latest styles including
fashion collar, crew neck and V neck. Mesh knits
and Jersey weaves S-M-L

1111011M114)4111111.4).0111114NG=INNOIEW KNEW).,11K)1.1.4
1 NIMP4N=04N1

DI

Loom

307 Broadway
South Fulton
Open 8- 30 to 6:00 Mon. - lrhut
II:30 to 9:1111 Fri. - Set.

WIN
Diane
Franc
Sons.
week
31 Jui

Fulton, Ky.

OCR
OAST

C

BLADE CUT

LB.

Page 3

lb. 49c

lb. 59c CHUCK ROAST

OUR

OWN DELICIOUS

lb. 69c B. Q. CHICKENS
OUR OWN DELICIOUS
lb. 69c B. Q. PORK

ARM ROAST

lb. 59c CHUCK ROAST

lb. 35c ROAST

lb. 69c
lb. $1.2S

ROASTING 3...
CHICKENS

LB. PKG.

FRANKS

— FROM OUR KITCHEN —
BAKED

•

HAM

DOUBLE QUALITY

SALAD

S T A MPS

CHICKEN

8-oz. 45c

...

BEANS _ . .

. 16-oz. 49c

DOUBLE QUALITY

POTATO

. . . 8-oz. 55c

SALAD.

ON WEDNESDAY

BACON L.
U. S. CHOICE BONELESS

U. S. CHOICE ENGLISH CUT

GRADE A

Sliced

U.S .CHOICE

U. S. CHOICE CENTER CUT

• REELFOOT BEEF

SAUSAGE

Thursday, June 8, 1967

REELFOOT HOUISER VALLEY

U.S. CHOICE CORN FED HAND PICKED

SALAD

16-oz. 35c

S T A MPS

8-oz. 49c

ON WEDNESDAY

MACARONI

BAKED

HAM . . . . .

. lb. $1.49

SALAD

..
PROCTOR & GAMBLE NEW BOLD
REGULAR SIZE BOX

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

s
C
POWDERS

with additional
$5.00 purchase
excluding milk
and tobacco products

Si Li

DRESSING

20-oz. FROZEN

WINTERGARDEN

with additional
$5.00 purchase
excluding milk
and tobacco products

i

LIPTON 48 COUNT ,

LIBBY'S FROZEN 6-op.

BOX

COLLINSWOOD 303 SIZE CANS

2 For

box 63c WHOLE NEW POTATOES Z9c
each 10c TEA BAGS .
MIX VEGETABLES 3for $1.00 LEMONADE
WONDER TWIN-PAK
KNIFE AND FORK BRAND 303 SIZE
JAMBO QT.
FROZEN ORA - IDA BRAND
39c
25c SWEET POTATOES 2for 29c POTATO CHIPS
FRENCH FRIES 5 lbs. 69c ORANGE DRINK
SUPER VALUE

2 LB. BOX

CLEARFIELD

D
i
E
BR
,
79
D
RE
CHEESE SP
GOLD DOLLAR

PILLSBURY 9-0Z.

CLEARFIELD 12-0Z.

AMER - SLICES
KRAFT 1-2 GALLON

ORANGE JUICE

SHOW BOAT BRAND

COLLINSWOOD FRESH SHELLED

CHASE and SAN BORN

DELMONTE 303 SIZE

GOLDEN
RIPE

LB.

10cCABB A GE

FLORIDA SWEET

252SIZE

HOME GROWN

MERE ORANGES doz. 29c I WATERMELONS each 99c

EE

N. 1 SIZE CANS

' E. W. JAMES BRAND

8-oz. 59c
26-oz.- Box k

1 lb. 69c CREME PEAS 303 2for 29c TEA
COFFEE
FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 for $1.00 JERGENS
JACK SPRAT
NEW GIANT SIZE 8-0Z.
BATH SIZE
COLD DOLLAR 6-0Z.
each 10c WHISTLES or BUGLES 59c SALT
SALAD MUSTARD each 9c SOAP

Bananas

00
1
FOR$
•

49c CINNAMON ROLLS 2for 49c HOT SAUCE E 6-oz. 10c PORK and Peans can 10c
AMERICA'S FAVORIT
LIPTON INSTANT
VEL ROSE LOTION 13c OFF
6-oz. Jar 99c
53c DISHWASHER Gt. Size 46c 1 PUREX BLEACH 1-2 Gal. 33c i TEA
22-OZ
MORTON'S FRESH CUCUMBER SWEET SLICES

3 lb. can 59cp ckLEs
NG
EN
OR
SHORTENING
RICHTEX

4

1 1-4 Lb. LOAF

HEAD10

HOME GROWN

YELLOW SQUASH 2lbs. 2k 1 COOKING APPLES

da
nes
Wed
On
mps
Sta
y
lit
Double Qua
A1MAIWIIAIrA
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

WIN A FREE VACATION no obligation
Disneyland - Miami Beach Las Vegas - San
Francisco—Just register at E. W. James &
Sons. One vacation will be given away each
week for 8 weeks. Drawing May 3, 10, 17, 24,
31 June 7, 14, 21.-2 Nights 3 Days.
Transportation not included.

N
SO
ES
AM
SUPER MARKET
AND

lb. 15c.
ArAerAPSIKer405115

SIAKI.WAVAI/12.

Last Week Winner
Free
Vacation
MR. and MRS.

CAARLES WALKER

t Fulton, Ky.

GRAND OPENING

Judith Lynn Clayton,
Robert Glynn Moss
Repeat Marriage Vows

;

-COMING SOON!
•

Her corsage was of white carnations.
Following the rehearsal on Saturday night, the groom's par[tits, Mr. and Mrs. R. Q. Moss.
...ore hosts to a dinner at their
home in South Fulton. The tables
acre decorated with magnolia
blossoms and leaves. Gifts were
presented to the wedding attendants.

Eiceville Baptist Church was
the setting for the wedding cf
Ms Judith Lynn Clayton and
Robert Glynn Moss.
I he bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Clayton and
the groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Q. Moss.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. Charles
Jobe. The altar was centered
with a large fan-shaped arrangement of white gladioli, mums
and pink tipped daisies on a
brass stand and illuminated by
two brass spiral candelabra holding burning cathedral tapers.
Mrs. Phil Parker presented a
program of nuptial music and
Miss Janie Notes was soloist.
The bride, entering with het
father, wore a white silk crepe
fashioned along empire lines
featuring an Alencon lace overdress with long sleeves and self
,covered buttons. Her shoulder
[length veil of illusion was attached to a pearl tiara. She carTied a cascade bouquet of white
orchids with strands of pearls
and tulle.
Preceding the bride down the
aisle was her matron of honor,
Mrs. Tommy Pruett, wearing a
lpink brocade street length dress
with a bell-shaped skirt. Her circular nose veil was attached to a
[wedding band circle of matching
pink brocade. She carried a colonial bouquet of pink carnations. The dress, headpiece and
bouquet, Mrs. Pruett used are
the same that Miss Clayton used
as maid of honor in Mrs. Pruett's wedding.
Philip Moss served his brother as best man.
Danny Clayton, brother of the
bride and Gary Parker were
ushers.
Mrs. Clayton, mother of the
bride, chose for her daughter's
wedding a beige whipped cream
dress with beige and brown accessories. Her corsage was pink
ca mations.
Mrs. Moss, mother of the
groom, wore a light blue silk
dress with white accessories.

Let Your
Tank Hun
Low, and
Come in and
See The
Hula Girls!
•

PUCICETT'S
Standard Service Station
men -assmali. same. eggige. -iougge. es11.11110- -NOM. -411•11. -.111111110-

FREE "Swinger" Camera
EACH WEEK IN JUNE!
Register
Nothing to Buy-Just Come In And

Kentucky
Celebrates
Birthday

a a.

I, 1 IN
111111

Now - Thru Sat.
BIG DOUBLE HIT
Bloodthirsty Vampers •
Live again
"DRACULA PRINCE
OF DARKNESS"
Only the LORD of death
could unleash them .
"THE PLAGUE OF
THE ZOMBIES"

FOR THE MODERN MAN
OF TASTE AND ACTION...
A Gentleman's Cologne 4 01, 500,8 01.8.00
After Shave Lotion 4 oz. 3.50,8 01.8.00

1CHANE
CITY DRUG COMPANY
FULTON

408 LAKE ST.

,

Sun. - Thru - Wed.
June 11 • 12 -13 .14
[An Emotional and
Sexual tug of WAR!'l
"THE GAME IS
OVER"
starring
Jane Fonda
(Adult Entertainment)

CLASSIFIED
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
.gum form. Now available at
SOUTHS1DE DRUG

'
LE
SA
IC
BL
PU
Farming equipment, Live Stock and Hay
of

WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS looking for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee: phone 479-2651.

115 ACRE FARM,

The E. C. Mays Farm -Located 1)/2 miles east of Arlington. Ky., just south of Highway 80- Ve mile.

325 Hogs - 56 Cattle - Farming Equipment and. Hay

CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc are for rent or for sale at
SpUTHSIDE DRUG - 479-2262.

Saturday, June 17, 1967
SELLING ON PREMISES - SALE TIME 10 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE - LUNCH AVAILMILE

USED FURNITURE 1
BARGAINS

This fine farm, consisting of 115 acres-just off Highway 80, has a good 6-room house with bath,
beautiful shade trees, a good deep well with plenty water and all necessary out building, including
I um
.stock barn en woven., kerne left floored with teepee & wove Neerien nke feed treads, will feed 40 bed detie Inside bans (This
bee. will really hold dee fedi. 2 sender berms, eice 12-stall ferreurieg hum. wide slatted stalls, eves head imulatiew 2 large fame ler coollag
wed pleaty food..-, llels Dm 115 acne herrn be. 107..,. in high state of celeivatiew balance Is houses. bares old fed lets. d fenced serf
rider portion has New America., wire. steel posts ad gates, hos 7 stock pods (good water avalkoble for d
live etor.k 01.1 Hones). Has 10 .or.. of Rd caw already laid by. lit. really good) Ti,. bakeme .4th. fare. I..... I. perms.ot pasture ef Ky.
heed wed Kobe amp except 8 acres .4 .6.01 lewd (which ye. may plant in toya beds er sow dawn.

Gibl)kn refrigerator, like
95.00
new
New full-size mattress,
Reg. $59.95, very slight
$35.00
damage
New vinyl living reem
$65.00
2-Piece
2 Matching Occasional Chairs,
$5.00
Clean, each
$10.00
Dinette suite
G-E Refrigerator, Geed Shape

ova foamed fee earns ad hogs. A

THIS FINE FARM HAS TO BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED!
Poweestea aIl be gird to the satire farm open signing .4 the ded except the house, yard and gardee which will he Over. by Oceobee 1.
Frieda here at ibis big public eactiee sale is cevainfy veer opportunity be purcluwe o good lewd, lid New. W • wry desirable locatiew Here
I. dee kW ef f-we yell have bed looms, for - Deal' let this oppertdity ow Saturday. Jed 17 pas ye. by. IT JUST MIGHT RE THE OPPOR•
TUNITY Of YOUR LIN TIME/

TERMS! TERMS! TERMS! Yessiree- You can purchase this fine farm by paying 30% cash, balance to
be paid $1,000 per year at 6% interest. Could you ever hope to buy a fine form on any easier terms/
FARMING
2 TRACTORS

inioxiteneteily 550 Res. average. all
sennet, deherned end god

IN Ford erecter
1 Ford celebrator
I Feed Breaking plow
Disc
iiii Jed Deere Tractor
N. II Jake Deere mower
Jed Deere 2-row cent planter
Joke Deere bay duffer
Tractor post ed. 1 Scraper blade

325 Head of hogs
40 Ord sews and gibs
3 Sows awl 7 pigs
S leers
140
Shads, oppw. 130 lbs.
4 Hay rook.., rendes 120 Fed. pigs
4 40-11u beg feeders
1 450, hog feeder
5 Creep feeders
1 80 gal waterer will. hooter

6
1

Concrete bog waterers
Pid up fdel box
1 100-9.4. waterer

SPARE TIME INCOME
7ne
Cotteettne meaty end restock
NEW TYPE 11.011 0,01.1, coin operas
pi dispensers in your area. No we
car.
100. TO Qualify you must have
reerences, 5600 to VI j00 cash SoCured bY inventory. Seven le lweive
hour. Weekly can tel excellent in.
Come. More full time. For personal
write CONSUMER CORPO
NATION OF AMERICA, 4162 E
ockinobird, Suite 100, Dallas, Tex•s
25214. IncipOs telephone nom:qr.

,tervkw

TENTATIVE
ORDINANCE
APPROPRIATION
For Fiscal Year July 1, 1967-June 30, 1968
GENERAL FUND
Expenditure
Revenue*
$ 59,365
$124,550
21,013
Sanitation
24,933
Fire
19,239
Police
$124,550
STATE STREET AID FUND
$ 28,229
$ 2'8,229
WATER AND SEWERS FUND
$ 77,456
$ 75,500
GAS FUND
$115,000
$118,095
BOND.FUND
$ 10,418
$ 10,500
*Includes transfers from surplus as provided
by City Charter.
This tentative Ordinance is published as is required by law.

4

Ho

Superior

Finest
Formulat
double cc
and et.'
chalk one.
nds.

CITY OF SOUTH FULTON,
TENNESSEE

SATISH

S.I
140

Fulton,Ky.
Telephone
41--natSTORE

472- 3221

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES

•":!

ON QUALITY MERCHANDISE
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY'

....99.
Summer Dresses... 9
ai for $.1.1
Cotton Handkerchief ea.... 5c

INFANTS AND TODDLERS'

Knit Polo Shirts ea. .
UP TO $9.95 WOMEN'S

!EN'S AND BOYS WHITE COTTON

Terry Beach Coals ea,...
ASSORTED COLOR SHADOW PANEL

Om

Women's Half Slips ea.... j"
WOMEN'S BlFLEX PANTIE - BRIEF

SELLING FOR DIVISION

LIVESTOCK
56 Head of white face steers

Gayle Dillon, daughter 07 Mr.
and Mrs. Fort D. Dillon, is today revealing the completed
plans for her wedding to Ray
Champion, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Champion of Grafton,
Mass.
The double-ring ceremony will
be performed Monday, June 12,
at 8 p.m. at First Baptist Church
in Fulton, with the Rev. Joe
Jones of Trimble, Tenn., officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Miss Kay
Martin of Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Dillon has chosen her
sister, Miss Carolyn Dillon, as
maid of honor and only attendant.
Bernard Champion will attend
his son as best man. Ushers
will be Joe Dillon, cousin of the
bride and James W. Haynes.
No formal invitations are being sent. Relatives and (nen&
are invited to attend the cere
mony and reception.

Fulton, Ky.
-*NM=
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MEN'S 18 x 18" WHITE (Irregulars)

a
-411110. -41111I1u- -wenn. All

NNW ANEW 41111111110. -41111•1110.

• - A
DANVILLE, Ky.
misty rain, filtering through
black gunpowder smoke, a highstepping parade and a pinch of
Kendampened
yesteryear
tucky's 175th birthday party
Thursday.
The weather forced a re-enactment of the signing of Ken'tucky's Constitution indoors, but
the rest of the day's festivities
went on as planned.
Police Chief Everett Kidd estimated 4,000 persons along
Main Street watched a 35-minute parade that was sprinkled
with pages from Kentucky history - floats ridden by pioneers
and old southern gentlemen sipping juleps.
This city where Kentucky was
born, as the second state to enter the Union after the original
13, decked itself in bunting,
beards and bonnets to celebrate
the 175th anniversary of statehood.
Charles Bartman, a Centre
College student from Louisville,
got the jump on most of the local men and won a contest for
the most luxurious beard in
town with the whiskers he's been
growing for eight months.
Mrs. Donald Sinkhorn, wearing a calico dress made by her
grandmother, Mrs. W. H. Epperson, won the price for the
best-dressed woman in a pioneer
costume.
Danville, a city of nearly 10,000, swelled to double that numiber with visitors treated to tours
iut historical sites. Among the
wnost popular was Constitution
quare, a replica of the court*house where Kentucky became
a state in 1792.
Covered wagons, pulled by
tractors, carted the visitors
from place to place.
Men in buckskins fired shots
from their Kentucky long rifles
during the afternoon parade.
Later, they staged a shooting
match at nearby Pioneer Playhouse, itself a picture of Kentucky's past.
As dusk neared visitors lined
up near the playhouse's replica
of an early American street to
taste barbecued lamb. Then they
crossed town for a view of what
Kentucky's first birthday Party

Gayle Dillon
Completes Her
Wedding Plans
-miss
FULTON. Ky.,

Thursday, June 8, 1967

EQUIPMENT
3 TRUCKS

Action Back Girdle ea,. .S299
VINYL COVERED PLYWOOD

3-Piece Luggage Set.. $1295
LADIES' LACE OR EMBROIDERY TRIMMED

Dacron & Cotton Sleepwear

$999
and $3.99

2
3

New Maple Bedstead (save ¼)

2-toe Ford truck with role bed, 21 GMC Panel Wird
sped ale
1 Chevrolet pick up with cattle rock
1
Now rOwy wwww
1 Robber tired lei wand
1 Saddle wed bridle 1 2-wheel trailer
450 tales alfalfa hay
200 Salm Orchard grass hay
100 Ides of Verne
Misc. items Nie owner.* to mention
1

. $40.019
Tappan gas range,
$15 and up
Refrigerators, .
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, 52.2$ jetd,„
$24.95
Dinette Set, like new,
Apa r tment-sh• electric stove,
. $911.1111
like new,
$10.00
Living room suite
$40.00
Tappan gas range
$15 and up
Refrigerators.

Tee end yeer Mends are cordially Welted to come and leek over this Roe farm. cattle, hogs and emipmmt en ywaft before day of sale. Fee any
additional informatid please content Mr. or Mrs L C. Mays ph... 677-2211. Columbus. Sy, owners, Mile kleChrivid Operates phone 65561158. Ardente... Ky.. or Keith •kirs Realtor, ph... 653-4168, Climbs... Ky.. or 655-5451. •rlIngton, Ky.. or R. N. LeDake sod Sea. Auctioneer,
ed Real Estate Neitems, yoked 253-6526 or 253.7644, llptinivIllis Tenn We have selected Saturday. June 17 fat thi, big Pads Arctic. Sele to
etre EVERYONE ea opporeunity te purchase lbw cattle end hogs. need farming der:went and a choke fano.

THE OPPORTUNITY IS NOW - THE PLACE IS HERE - THE DECISION IS YOURS!

MR. AND MRS. E. C. MAYS, Owners

Conic in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertised!

COLUMBUS, KY.

KEITH AKIN, Realtor, Clinton, Ky.
and
B. N. LeDuke & Son, AUCTIONEERS
REAL ESTATE BROKERS

WADE'S USED

TIPTONVILLE. TENNESSEE -"Our Service Doesn't Cost- If Pays"

Fulton
I

Furniture Store
Phone 472-3411

MEN'S GRAY OR TAN POPLIN

Water Repellent Hats....• • •q99
MEN'S AND BOYS LACE TO TOE

White Basketball Shoes.... "
LADIES LACE TRIMMED

White Nylon Slips

$399

DI

rulton, Ky.

Thursday, June 8, 1967
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Which They Got
—Two
VERETT, Wash. ,
men held up a drive-in, movie
here at an appropriate time
The film being shown was 'A
Fistful of Dollars."

)enditure
$ 59,365
21,013
24,933
19,239
$124,550

$ 28,229

$ 77,456
$115,000

SAVE

Happy Day
OPERATED
LAUNDRY
CENTER

Hi-Gloss
House Paint
Superior to brands costing $6.95

To Help You With Your

SAVE
Acrylic Latex
House Paint
Superior to brands costing $7.45

•

The highest-solids Wes point
mode today. Covers and hides
60% better than the average
point. You can even use it on
concrete blocks, asbestos siding
cnd gutters.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money back

S.P.Moore& Company

Spring Cleaning and Winter
Storage - - -

•
•
•

and $3.99

99

99

99

•
•

CLASSES

SUN. SUN.

WORSHIP

10:00
10:50

DON W. KESTER
Music Director — B. B. Jones

Guest Speaker — Don W. Kester

Vacation Bible School — Monday - Friday: 9:00-11:00 A. M.

Our attendant will clean and press

CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Second & Carr Streets
A Hearty Welcome Awaits You

BE HAPPY GO THRIFTY
MitEMIT
- ON A BUDGET!
e

9 x 12
Felt Base
RUGS
$4.88

Come in and be convinced . . that you do
not have to spend a great deal of money for
furniture of quality, as you shop every floor
Savings for every
for the special
room you're planning to furnish.

t•

Here's What You Get
For $268.88

99

99

7:30

an 8-lb. load for ___ $2.75
•
it••••••••••••••••••••A ,

140 Broadway
South Fulton, Tenn.
Phone 479-1864

SUNDAY
MORNING

•

An 8 lb. Load Of
Self - Service
Dry Cleaning Is Only _ _

99

95

JUNE 4 - 11th
NIGHTLY

on all dry cleaning

).
Li
ic

99

ROME -- Ancient Rome connected the conquered lands by
building 53,000 miles of roads
throughout Europe and North
Africa.
-ewe—

GOSPEL MEETING

tl

Free Mothproofing

SAVE

TON,

sLr Flo:"

MADRID — The sixth World
Forestry Congress estimated
that wood and wood products
I mported by the developmg
countries by 1970 will reach a
value of $3.5 billion a year.

OFFERS

Finest two-coat paint made.
Formulated specifically for the
double coot. Excellent durability
and protection. No excessive
chalking. Extra bright whit•nen.

I as is re-

:y.

Superior to brands costing $7.95
Excellent hiding power, durability and whiteness. Even covers
block in just one coat. Smooth
surface, extra moisture Mk'
tont. Gives you a five year paint
job!

SAVE

$ 10,418
provided

It was
TABIONA, Utah
not hard to pick he "1 ,ng" of
the Tabiona High Schcr junior
prom this year. Brad Miir in was
the only boy in the

Roman Roads
1.engthy

.lore Wood Needed

BETHESDA. Md —Nearly half
the families in Montgomery
Couniy, Maryla:,d, have an income above 40 liOu a year, according to the I. S. Bineau of
Census.

•••••••••••••••••••••

Super 1-Coat

[I, 1968

Half Over $10,000

By A relamirtiou

2- Piece Sofa Bed Suite
2- Decorator Lamps
1- Coffee Table
2-End Tables
3- Piece Modern Bed Room
Suite

4,

0.

e.

at.

a,

Large
Recliner
CHAIR
$52.50

Remember
Use Your
Credit

Box Spring & Innerspring
Mattress
1- Pair Vanity Lamps
5-Piece Chrome Dinette Suite
Complete Housekeeping
Group

fine furniture that cools

Coolerator
CONDITIONERS

Window Installed
it
t(

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

a.

Phone

472-1501

tO4y

Coolerator
Coolerator •
20,000 BTU
17,500 BTU
Air Conditioner
Air Conditioner
$239.95 /
$259.95
)4Millaolum
AMINWI 41=10‘MIPg

Hmwoimmei

Fulton, Ky.
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*JOIN THE CROWDS WHO ARE HAVING FUN,WINNIN6 CASH,
,PLAYING JACKPOT AT PIGGLY WIGGLY IN SOUTH FULTON
VtoIfteuttio ant D°with 1N4 EWA Stammui,Dcujb at P.W.
4, PRICES GOOD THURSDAY.FRIDAY.SATURDAY JUNE 8 • 9-10!

SHORTENING
PUREX BLEACH
INSTANT COFFEE

S°°

RICHTEX 3 LB'CAN
HALF GALLON

i:1(%"c7:1Pf::4;°P475 15::

29
CEA•

Wirt4 $5cto PulxcmsksS
EKCA.u0kimer rolishcco

PV40 MILK. PROCiuTS.

10 oz. FOLGERS

EA.

v.,,,"436,PutkCsilkSe
eltcQ
L. 0‘PAC. ToSAcco
A .40 rn‘k_ it. PaoQvc--t S.

99
C EA.

GET SHORTENING • BLEACH - COFFEE ALL WITH PURCHASE OF 15°P OR MORE

roo

CIAR'S

TuNk

R
u
E
N
EA
T

49c

F711011AN
•I'AR.t.c.i

1100

200E)04414 bum% Statmo. Bo
Ls. BOX CRACKERS.+1"
LADIES NYLON HOSE .
...........
STAMPS

LiMkT
CANS

6"lke

14%.1N.T ,s lavas*,
140-L.
• ••

ODH"Gr):RT:'.3iPEACHES
INS PECTQD
*

WHOLE
'
4 ...
LB•.

11:11;111L

FRYERS 1.-":-.uP
BROILERS5PL"CHICKEN 7"""Gt-B 231LIVERS"tc"N

GIZZARDScwc"m
BREASTcHicKEN

L8

NICE

7-94 L.

AND

LEAN

PCDR K
Fresh (
4 LB.
..

LEGS4 TIOGMS

Hail,]
every wak
I wish all t
decide to g
one-way ti
tory, been
pursuit of
is doing."

-PORK STEAK
515‘
PORK CUTLETS 9sik
CUBE STEAKS.n ui99c
i( FRAN K S Ailmouk
49g
PQIL LB.

.

1202

. PKG..

Le.

39

SAUSAGE ml,, .,(v.
, ,. 6,149, BoLo6Nlov..., A. ,. .1,..59,„

* JOWLSo

HAMBURGER MEA"1",SeiRADISHES -I- BAGS 194
BANANAS
.10e GRAPEFRUIT
POTAT
OES1o
LBs.4
N91 RED
.001k

LB PAcKAGE 441

LB.

5` BAG .....................

.
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